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Overview: 
Each year, the Heliophysics Division solicits science accomplishments and significant highlights from 
members of the science teams, guest investigators, and/or other researchers in the broader 
Heliophysics community. The science accomplishments and highlights represent achievements by the 
various Heliophysics operating missions and from other NASA-supported research programs during the 
past year. 
 
The inputs are integrated into a report of Heliophysics science accomplishments for the annual 
assessment as called for by the Government Performance and Results Act Modernization Act (GPRAMA, 
2010) Annual Performance Plan (APP).   
 
Annual Performance Indicators: 
The Heliophysics Division (HPD) has three Annual Performance Indicators (APIs) which are to be 
evaluated via external expert review. The APIs are: 
 

1. Demonstrate planned progress in exploring the physical processes in the space environment 
from the Sun to the Earth and throughout the solar system. 

 
2. Demonstrate planned progress in advancing our understanding of the connections that link the 

Sun, the Earth and planetary space environments, and the outer reaches of our solar system. 
 

3. Demonstrate planned progress in developing the knowledge and capability to detect and predict 
extreme conditions in space to protect life and society and to safeguard human and robotic 
explorers beyond Earth. 

 
Science accomplishments and highlights are categorized by the specific API which HPD believes they 
support most strongly, but many support more than one API, and may be reassigned as appropriate. 
 
The evaluation of the science accomplishments against these APIs in NASA’s FY 2019 Annual 
Performance Report (APR) will be published with the President's FY 2021 Budget Request to Congress 
next February. 
 
Please refer to the guidance letter accompanying this material for further detail on the GPRAMA 
evaluation process. 
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API He-19-1: Demonstrate planned progress in exploring the physical 
processes in the space environment from the Sun to Earth and 
throughout the solar system. 
 
Highlights include:  
 

1 Hinode and IRIS observe waves on the Sun at high resolution  
2 IBEX observations suggest that the local interstellar medium may be in non-equilibrium 
3 The AIM SOFIE instrument illustrates the role of tidal oscillations in the ionosphere and 

results highlight a key unresolved data versus model nitric oxide difference 
4 IRIS: How is plasma heated during solar flares? 
5 Multipoint THEMIS spacecraft provide the first direct evidence indicating that the Earth’s 

dayside magnetosphere vibrates like a drum in response to varying solar wind input. 
6 First long-duration (∼10 yr.) statistical analysis of the temperatures, plasma betas, and 

temperature ratios for the electron, proton, and alpha-particle populations in the solar 
wind near Earth observed by Wind 

7 Whistler wave generation by halo electrons in the solar wind 
8 Wind spacecraft reveals the dynamic behavior of heating in the Sun’s extended atmosphere 

and provides a prediction for upcoming measurements by Parker Solar Probe 
9 Some properties of the solar wind turbulence at 1 AU statistically examined in the different 

types of solar wind plasma 
10 Extreme heavy-ion fractionation in 3He-rich solar energetic particle events 
11 Magnetotail reconnection is at times steady and two dimensional, consistent with simple 

models 
12 Definitive measurement of rate of symmetric magnetotail reconnection 
13 Association of coronal rain with null-point topologies 
14 Role of helicity condensation in coronal heating 
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Hinode and IRIS observe waves on the Sun at high resolution 
 

The Hinode Solar Optical Telescope (SOT) and the Interface Region Imaging Spectrograph (IRIS) provide 
complementary observations at extremely high resolution of the photosphere and chromosphere. Co-
observations of spicules (small jets erupting just above the surface) in the North pole region provide 
unique tracers of wave motion in the solar atmosphere using intensity profiles and Doppler shifts.   

The combined observations enable tracing plasma as it is propagated along magnetic field lines via wave 
motion (longitudinal, transverse, and rotational) from the solar surface into the lower atmosphere. 
Comparing wave models with these observations reveals a notable correlation with a particular model 
referred to as a transverse wave mode induced by Kelvin-Helmholtz rolls.   

 

Figure: (Left) Comparison of Hinode/IRIS observations with simulation results. We forward model the 
numerical results with a radiative transfer approach and degrade the resolution targeting 
the IRIS and Hinode spatial, temporal, and spectral resolutions. For the sake of comparison, we take the 
same temporal interval (in terms of wave oscillation periods) as in the observations and change the sign 
of the Doppler velocities, which would correspond to a viewing angle of 135°. (Right) 
Hinode and IRIS observations of spicules.  

Significance:  Waves are one of the primary sources of heat propagation into the corona. Knowledge of 
the wave mechanisms through observational evidence furthers our understanding of how heat is 
dissipated into the solar atmosphere (i.e. coronal heating). 

Reference:  P. Antolin, D. Schmit, T. M. Pereira, B. De Pontieu, & I. De Moortel 2018, The Astrophysical 
Journal, 856, 44 
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IBEX observations suggest that the local interstellar medium may be in non-equilibrium  
 

The Interstellar Boundary Explorer 
(IBEX) observes interstellar neutral 
(ISN) atoms flowing into the 
heliosphere from the local interstellar 
medium (LISM) which inform us of 
the thermodynamic properties (e.g., 
temperature) of the interstellar 
matter. Recent analyses of primary 
ISN helium observed by the IBEX-Lo 
instrument found a temperature of 
~7500 K for the LISM, assuming that 
the neutral population follows a 
Maxwell distribution. This study 

relaxes this assumption by analyzing kappa distributions in the context of IBEX-Lo observations in order 
to model the potentially out-of-equilibrium state of the LISM. The analysis reveals a degeneracy 
between the kappa index of the neutral distribution and their temperature. However, a simple 
consistency between the model and IBEX data indicates that the kappa index is > 3.8, which limits the 
corresponding range of temperatures to 7500-11,000 K. This suggests that if the LISM is not strictly 
Maxwellian, but in a non-equilibrium state with kappa index ~4 or higher, the temperature of the LISM is 
potentially ~50% larger than what is currently believed. 

Figure: Sky map of the normalized residual signal measured by IBEX-Lo in the electrostatic analyzer step 
2. The signal of the primary ISN helium modeled with a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution in the LISM is 
subtracted from the data, and the resulting difference is normalized by the value in the peak of the 
distribution. Existence of these residuals is a possible indication of the non-equilibrium state of the LISM. 
From Swaczyna et al. (2019). 

Significance: Observations of ISN reveal the thermodynamic state of the local interstellar medium and 
future analyses may uncover and refine the non-equilibrium state of local interstellar matter. 

Reference: Swaczyna, P., McComas, D. J., & Schwadron, N. A. (2019). Non-equilibrium Distributions of 
Interstellar Neutrals and the Temperature of the Local Interstellar Medium. The Astrophysical Journal, 
871:254, doi: https://doi.org/10.3847/1538-4357/aafa78. 

 

 

 

 

 

https://doi.org/10.3847/1538-4357/aafa78
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The AIM SOFIE instrument illustrates the role of tidal oscillations in the ionosphere and 
results highlight a key unresolved data versus model nitric oxide difference 
 

Nitric oxide (NO) is an important, and highly variable, trace constituent of the Earth’s upper atmosphere. 
It is also both an indicator of energy input and an important radiatively active coolant of the 
thermosphere and ionosphere. The Solar Occultation for Ice Experiment (SOFIE) on the Aeronomy of Ice 
in the Mesosphere (AIM) Explorer has been observing NO (50-120 km altitude) at polar latitudes for the 
past 12 years and observing how NO responds to variations in both the aurora borealis and the 
circulation present in polar latitudes.  

Recently, due to changes in the AIM orbit, some unique equatorial observations became available. 
Because the technique employed by SOFIE involves observations during the rising and setting of the Sun, 
it provided some rare sunrise NO measurements. When compared with a climatology based upon data 
from an earlier NASA satellite called the Student Nitric Oxide Explorer (SNOE), the AIM data appeared to 
be offset by 10 km in altitude compared to SNOE. This offset was found to be caused by differing local 
times of the two observations (SOFIE at dawn, SNOE near noon) with the use of the NCAR 

Thermosphere-Ionosphere-Mesosphere General 
Circulation Model (TIME-GCM). It was found that a proper 
representation of atmospheric oscillations known as 
tides, which result from the diurnal heating of 
stratospheric ozone, was necessary to capture the low 
altitude sunrise layer. The figures below present (left) two 
NO altitude profiles, one from SOFIE and one from the 
SNOE NO empirical model (NOEM), showing the 10 km 
offset in altitude and contour plots of theoretical 
simulations of the TIME-GCM NO diurnal variation (center 
and right). 

(Left) Comparison of SOFIE data (red) with the nitric oxide empirical model (NOEM, black curves). 
(Center) TIME-GCM constrained with lower atmospheric meteorology including tides (Right) 
Unconstrained TIME-GCM. The peak NO at sunrise in the constrained model (center plot) corresponds to 
the time of the SOFIE measurements.  

Note that the values of the 
density in the model (near 1 x 108 
cm-3) remain about two to three 
times higher than the 
observations (closer to 4 x 107 cm-

3). This is a poorly understood 
problem, which is important to 
resolve in future work.  

Significance: Observations show that the NO layer oscillates vertically in response to a global scale 
pulsation of the upper atmosphere known as tides, driven by heating in the lower atmosphere. In 
addition, the new data confirm a problem in that a discrepancy remains in our understanding of the 
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absolute abundance of NO and other important constituents in the mesosphere and lower 
thermosphere. Despite capturing the dynamical variability, the model’s absolute abundance was too 
high by about factors of 2-3. Other work has further shown that similar models underestimate the 
concentration of free electrons, and yet both NO and the electron density are both thought to come 
from ionizing similar sources. It is unclear why the model and data differences exist. These mysteries of 
the lower thermosphere are important because at these altitudes, collisions between neutral and 
charged atoms and molecules impact the structure of the ionosphere over the entire globe. These 
interactions are the focus of NASA’s upcoming Ionospheric Connection (ICON) Explorer.   

Reference: Siskind, D. E., M. Jones Jr. D. P. Drob, J. P. McCormack, M. E. Hervig, D. R. Marsh, M. G. 
Mlynczak, S. M. Bailey, A. Maute, and N. J. Mitchell,  On the relative roles of dynamics and chemistry 
governing the abundance and diurnal variation of low-latitude thermospheric nitric oxide, Annales 
Geophysique, 37, 37-48, doi:10.5194/angeo-37-37-2019. 
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IRIS: How is plasma heated during solar flares? 
 

Solar flares are large explosions that are the result of the release and dissipation of magnetic energy in 
the solar atmosphere. They have significant effects on space weather and can disrupt radio 
communications and power grids, and endanger astronauts. While it is clear that the release of energy is 
initiated by reconnection of magnetic field in the solar atmosphere, how this proceeds and how plasma 
is heated as a result of flares is still actively debated. The standard flare theoretical model says particles 
are violently accelerated in the reconnection region and transported along the magnetic field to the 
lower regions of the solar atmosphere, where they heat the ionized gas or plasma to millions of degrees.  

Observations of a flare obtained with NASA’s Interface Region Imaging Spectrograph (IRIS) at 
unprecedented high temporal (1.7 seconds) and spatial (250 km) resolution have now provided 
evidence for a competing theory of how flare plasma is heated in the low solar atmosphere. This 
alternative theory posits that random motions driven by reconnection, called magnetohydrodynamic 
plasma turbulence, play a vital role in converting magnetic energy to heat. A team of researchers at the 
University of Glasgow, UK used IRIS observations to reveal large broadening of spectral lines at the low-
lying footpoints of flares, with the broadening occurring just before the plasma is violently heated and 
propelled upwards. The broadening of the spectral line is caused by unresolved or turbulent motions. 
The critical new observation is the timing and correlation between the evolution of the broadening and 
the heating, and in particular the telltale delay of 10 seconds between broadening and heating, and the 
subsequent decrease of broadening as the plasma is heated. Both observations support the idea that 
turbulent motions, rather than energetic particles, are driving the heating of low-lying plasma in this 
flare. The IRIS observations also show oscillatory changes in the broadening that suggest that the 
interaction of different waves leads to the development of the turbulence.    

Significance: This study provides exciting new insights into how energy is transferred from the 
reconnection site (through waves), and how plasma is heated during flares. The results challenge the 
current standard flare theory. They also provide new insights into how turbulence develops during 
flares. Turbulence is a fundamental process in plasma physics, transferring energy from large scales to 
heating and particle acceleration.  

Reference: Jeffrey, N.L.S., Fletcher, L., Labrosse, N., Simoes, P.J.A., The development of lower-
atmosphere turbulence early in a solar flare, Science Advances, Vol. 4., No. 12, eaav2794, DOI: 
10.1126/sciadv.aav2794  

https://ui.adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/2018SciA....4.2794J/abstract 

Figure: Left: graphic showing the magnetic fluctuations or turbulence affecting the emission of the Si IV 
spectral lines observed with IRIS during a solar flare. Right: image of the flare ribbons or footpoints that 
IRIS obtained at unprecedented high temporal resolution.  

https://ui.adsabs.harvard.edu/link_gateway/2018SciA....4.2794J/doi:10.1126/sciadv.aav2794
https://ui.adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/2018SciA....4.2794J/abstract
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Multipoint THEMIS spacecraft provide the first direct evidence indicating that the Earth’s 
dayside magnetosphere vibrates like a drum in response to varying solar wind input. 
 
The Earth’s magnetic field carves out a vast cavity in the oncoming solar wind known as the 
magnetosphere. This cavity extends about a sixth of the distance to the Moon on the side of the Earth 
facing the Sun. The outermost boundary of the cavity marks a sharp divide between magnetic fields and 
plasmas of solar and magnetospheric origin. The ever-varying pressure of the solar wind constantly 
batters this boundary, driving it inward and outward. Scientists have long wondered whether, given the 
chance, the boundary might oscillate with its own natural frequency, much akin to that of the skin 
stretched over a drum. 
 
Archer et al. [2019] examined multipoint THEMIS spacecraft observations of an oscillating 
magnetopause during an otherwise quiet interval during which a single plasma jet struck the 
magnetopause. Researchers concluded that the phase relationships between the various plasma and 
magnetic field parameters defining the wavy magnetopause motion and frequencies (1.4 and 3.3 mHz) 
of the resulting oscillations could only be explained in terms of the frequencies associated with the 
natural frequency of magnetopause surface oscillations. The researchers had ruled out a host of 
alternative explanations, including directly driven magnetopause motion, propagating fast or alfvenic 
mode waves, surface waves, field-line resonances, fast-mode resonances, and bursts of magnetic 
reconnection. 
 
Significance: Multipoint THEMIS observations were able to confirm the existence of long-hypothesized, 
but never demonstrated, magnetopause surface waves. We now know that the magnetopause can 
vibrate much like a drum in response to a single sharp blow from the solar wind. 
 
References: Archer, M. O., H. Hietala, M. D. Hartinger, F. Plaschke, and V. Angelopoulos, Direct 
observations of a surface eigenmode of the dayside magnetopause, Nature Communications, 10, 
Doi:10.1038/s41467-018-08134-5, 2019. February 2019. 
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Figure: Surface waves on a magnetopause boundary: a. the boundary at rest, b. the boundary in the 
presence of an odd mode wave, and c. the boundary in the presence of an even mode wave. The left 
side of each panel shows oscillating magnetospheric field lines fixed to the Earth’s ionosphere; the right 
side shows magnetosheath plasma moving inward and outward. 
 

 
 
Figure: Artist’s conception of even-mode oscillating magnetospheric magnetic field lines. 
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First long-duration (∼10 yr.) statistical analysis of the temperatures, plasma betas, and 
temperature ratios for the electron, proton, and alpha-particle populations in the solar 
wind near Earth observed by Wind 
 

The solar wind is a non-equilibrium, weakly collisional, kinetic gas. This means that the different particle 
populations can have different temperatures and sustainable heat flow. In a collisionally mediated 
fluid/gas, like Earth's atmosphere, the particle constituents like diatomic oxygen, nitrogen, and carbon 
dioxide are all roughly at the same temperature. This is because there are sufficient particle-particle 
collisions to prevent any one species or particles within each species from gaining too much energy. All 
temperature gradients are driven by an external source, the Sun, and yet the particles still maintain a 
local equilibrium most of the time. 
 
In the solar wind, there are three primary constituents: protons, electrons, and alpha-particles (i.e., 
isolated helium nuclei). The partition of energy among these species is actually a critical piece of 
information for diagnosing and understanding the evolution of the solar wind. Surprisingly, there had 
not been a statistically significant study of the partition of energy among these species until the work 
summarized here. This is surprising because such information is critical for nearly all branches of 
heliophysics and astrophysics. 

 
The average (median) temperature ratios between electrons (subscript e) and protons (subscript p), 
electrons and alpha-particles (subscript a), and alpha-particles and protons are (Te/Tp) ~ 1.64(1.27), 
(Te/Ta) ~ 1.24(0.82), and (Ta/Tp) ~ 2.50(1.94), respectively. That is, none of the species are in thermal 
equilibrium with the others. This is not surprising, as the typical particle-particle collision rates are less 
than one per day, i.e., the particles can stream through the solar wind for over a day before colliding 
with any other particles. When comparing to scattering rates caused by electrostatic ion acoustic waves, 
even in the most conservative limit, there would need to be at least four particle-particle collisions for 
every interaction with a single wave packet, i.e., ~11 days for the fastest particle-particle collision rate 
and ~2380 days for the slowest. That is, the effect of interacting with electromagnetic waves must be 
included when modeling the evolution of the solar wind as these small-scale interactions are orders of 
magnitude faster and stronger than particle-particle collisions. 
 
Significance: This is the first and only statistically significant analysis of the solar wind temperature 
parameters near Earth, which are relevant for long-term statistical models, parameter range limits for 
empirical models, constraints for inaccessible astrophysical plasmas, and a reliable baseline for Parker 
Solar Probe and Solar Orbiter. 
 
Reference: Wilson III, L.B., M.L. Stevens, J.C. Kasper, K.G. Klein, B.A. Maruca, S.D. Bale, T.A. Bowen, M.P. 
Pulupa, and C.S. Salem "The Statistical Properties of Solar Wind Temperature Parameters Near 1 au," 
The Astrophysical Journal Supplement Series 236:41, pp. 15, doi:10.3847/1538-4365/aab71c, 2018. 
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Whistler wave generation by halo electrons in the solar wind 
 

Whistler waves are often observed in a pristine solar wind and around interplanetary shock waves. Early 
research proposed that whistler waves observed in the solar wind are produced by the whistler heat flux 
instability. It was also argued that the whistler waves can regulate the electron conductance in the solar 
wind and be responsible for suppressing the electron heat flux below values predicted by the collisional 
Spitzer-Hӓrm law. Until recently, the mechanism of generation and effects of the whistler waves could 
not be addressed and quantified, because no simultaneous wave and particle measurements with 
sufficiently high temporal resolution were available in the solar wind. Two ARTEMIS spacecraft have 
recently provided unique measurements to address the generation mechanism of whistler waves in the 
solar wind.  

In the recent study [1] ARTEMIS measurements in the particle burst mode (particle measurements at 3s 
cadence and magnetic field measurements at 128 vec/s cadence) have been used to address the 
generation mechanism of whistler waves in the solar wind. The major result of the study is summarized 
in the Figure below. The analysis of ARTEMIS measurements has unambiguously demonstrated that the 
whistler heat flux instability indeed operates in the solar wind and produces whistler waves on a time 
scale of a few seconds. It has been also demonstrated that the onset of the whistler heat flux instability 
is dependent not only on the electron heat flux value, but critically depends on microscopic parameters 
of the suprathermal halo electron population. The most critical parameter controlling the onset of the 
whistler heat flux instability turned out to be the temperature anisotropy of the halo electron 
population. The study clearly demonstrated that the temperature anisotropy of the halo population is 
the parameter explaining the intermittent appearance of whistler waves in the solar wind.  

 

Figure: ARTEMIS observations of whistler waves in the solar wind on November 9, 2011 in the particle 
burst mode. The 183 electron velocity distribution functions measured over 10 min are fitted to a 
combination of a thermal core and suprathermal halo drifting in opposite directions parallel to the 
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magnetic field. (A) Calibrated density and the sum of core and halo densities given by the fitting, (b,c) 
parallel temperature and temperature anisotropies of core and halo electron populations, (d) bulk 
velocity of the core population normalized to the local Alfven velocity, (e) coherence between magnetic 
field components perpendicular to the background magnetic field, which demonstrates that whistler 
waves suddenly appear around 10:16 UT, (f) results of the stability analysis of the whistler heat flux 
instability for the observed electron velocity distribution functions; the dots indicate the e-folding time 
of the fastest growing whistler waves. The dots are absent before 10:16 UT because the plasma is stable 
in accordance with absence of whistler waves at that time. The comparison of panels (c) and (e) 
unambiguously demonstrates that the temperature anisotropy of the halo population controls the onset 
of the whistler heat flux instability.  

Significance: The unambiguous identification of the whistler heat flux instability operating in the solar 
wind provides significant progress in understanding the whistler wave generation in the solar wind. 
These observations, along with extensive statistical studies and numerical simulations, will help future 
researchers address the role of whistler waves in the dynamics of the solar wind. 

Reference: [1] Y. Tong, I. Y. Vasko,  M. Pulupa, F.S. Mozer, S. D. Bale, A. V. Artemyev and V. V. 
Kranoselskikh (2019), Whistler wave generation by halo electrons in the solar wind, Astrophysical 
Journal Letters, volume 870 (1), https://doi.org/10.3847/2041-8213/aaf734 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Wind spacecraft reveals the dynamic behavior of heating in the Sun’s extended 
atmosphere and provides a prediction for upcoming measurements by Parker Solar Probe 
 

https://doi.org/10.3847/2041-8213/aaf734
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The Sun expels the solar wind, a hot, tenuous, ionized gas (a plasma), which fills the solar system. This 
wind serves as a natural laboratory for studying systems that are far beyond our reach, such as distant 
astrophysical bodies, or are difficult to produce in laboratory plasma devices. The Wind spacecraft, 
launched in 1997 and operating at the gravitational balancing point between the Earth and Sun since 
2004, has generated a tremendous volume of solar wind observations. This catalogue of well-calibrated 
measurements over the last two solar cycles enables scientific discoveries that illuminate fundamental 
physical processes in our solar system. 

From remote observations of the Sun, we know that the plasma in the Sun’s extended atmosphere 
heats up as it moves farther from the Sun’s surface and that different species (e.g. hydrogen, helium, or 
oxygen) have very different temperatures. This is perplexing given how thermodynamics works on Earth, 
where temperatures drop with distance from a heat source. A pressing question to answer is what 
mechanisms lead to this preferential heating and over what distances they act. 

Following a model developed in 2017, researchers used several million measurements of solar wind 
hydrogen and helium temperatures from the Wind spacecraft to determine the extent and dynamic 
evolution of where this preferential heating occurs. The extent of this region of preferential heating 
varies from 4 to 12 million miles from the Sun’s surface (for context, the distance from the Sun to the 
Earth is 92 million miles), and moves in phase with the 11 year solar cycle. 

 

Figure:  Calculated location of the Alfven surface (red), sound surface (blue), and the edge of the region 
of preferential heating (black) as a function of time over the last two solar cycles, illustrated by the 
Sunspot number (green). 

Through a separate calculation, using the same Wind measurements, we determined the dynamic 
behavior of two characteristic critical surfaces, defined by where the solar wind transitions from being 
slower than the wave speeds of either sound or Alfven waves, a ubiquitous wave in plasmas, to moving 
faster than these wave speeds. We find that the extent of the preferential heating region moves in 
phase with and has the same radial extent as the Alfven surface. The behavior of the plasma inside this 
surface is predicted to be quite different from the plasma outside. Inside the Alfven surface, there is a 
bath of Alfven waves moving both toward and away from the Sun, while outside the Alfven surface, all 
of the fluctuations move away from the Sun. 
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Importantly, the Alfven surface is close enough to the Sun that no spacecraft has yet crossed it. 
Launched in 2018, Parker Solar Probe (PSP) is designed to approach closer to the Sun than any previous 
mission, in the process determining how the solar wind is accelerated from the Sun’s surface and heated 
as it expands outwards but extended far enough away that PSP will enter the region. Using a more than 
20-year-old spacecraft, we have demonstrated that NASA’s flagship mission will enter into a 
fundamentally new region of the solar system that has yet to be locally explored, and that PSP’s 
measurements will determine what processes lead to the preferential heating of elements, answering a 
long-standing question about our Sun’s atmosphere. 

Significance: Characterizing how particles are accelerated into the solar wind and how they are heated 
as they travel out to Earth and beyond is crucial for characterizing the typical space environment as well 
as rare but extraordinarily powerful space weather events that can significantly impact our increasingly 
technologically dependent society. The long time baseline provided by missions such as Wind are 
essential for measuring phenomena that vary over decades. 

References: Kasper, J. C., Klein, K. G., Weber, T., Maksimovic, M., Zaslavsky, A., Bale, S. D., Maruca, B. A., 
Stevens, 

M. L., Case, A. W., (2017) A Zone of Preferential Ion Heating Extends Tens of Solar Radii from the Sun, 
The Astrophysical Journal, Volume 849, Issue 2, article id. 126, 10 pp. doi:10.3847/1538-4357/aa84b1. 
Publication Date: 7 November 2017 

Kasper, J.C. & Klein, K. G. Strong Preferential Ion Heating is Limited to within the Solar Alfven Surface 
The Astrophysical Journal Letters, Volume 877, Issue 2, article id. L35, 5 pp. doi:10.3847/2041- 
8213/ab1de5 Publication Date: 4 June 2019 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Some properties of the solar wind turbulence at 1 AU statistically examined in the different 
types of solar wind plasma 
 

This work is based on a database of hourly averages of ACE MAG and SWEPAM data spanning the first 
half of the mission. The paper uses a categorization scheme from Xu and Borovsky to separate the 
observations into four categories: (i) coronal-hole-origin plasma, (ii) streamer-belt-origin plasma, (iii) 
sector-reversal-region plasma, and (iv) ejecta. It uses basic plasma measurements such as temperature, 
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density, and speed to divide the solar wind into the four plasma categories. From there, researchers 
computed the distribution of other relevant parameters that describe turbulence and plasma conditions 
and develop basic differences between the four categories of observations. There are statistical 
differences between the four types of solar wind plasma in 13 different plasma parameters, including 
magnetic intensity, plasma number density, spectral indices, Alfvénicity, and the anisotropies of 
magnetic field and velocity fluctuations. In time, these differences can be linked to either the source or 
interplanetary evolution of the wind. 

One of many results to come out of this study 
is the realization that both magnetic and 
velocity fluctuation levels are systematically 
higher in coronal-hole plasmas than in solar 
wind samples coming from the other three 
sources. 

In addition, it was shown that there are 
systematic differences in the ratio of 
magnetic and velocity fluctuations 
perpendicular and parallel to the local mean 
magnetic field, which has implications for the 
degree of compression in the fluctuations 
and, from this, the basic nature of the 
fluctuations. 

Systematic differences in other plasma 
parameters were also found. Together, these 
differences point to possible distinctions in 
source dynamics and evolution of the 
plasma. 

Reference: “Some Properties of the Solar-
Wind Turbulence at 1 AU Statistically 
Examined in the Different Types of Solar-
Wind Plasma,'' J. E. Borovsky, M. H. Denton, and C. W. Smith, Journal of Geophysical Research, 124, 
2406-2424 (2019) 

 

 

Extreme heavy-ion fractionation in 3He-rich solar energetic particle events 
 

A new class of solar energetic particle (SEP) events was discovered in the 1970s that is characterized by 
extreme enhancements of the isotope 3He relative to 4He, sometimes by several orders of magnitude 
over the solar wind value of 0.04%. Subsequent studies showed that these events also have large 
enhancements of heavy elements that increase monotonically with atomic number Z. These “3He-rich” 
events are relatively small, but they are the most commonly occurring type of SEP events. The particle 
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acceleration is powered by magnetic reconnection in solar flares, but the details of that acceleration and 
how it causes the observed fractionation remain unclear. Some recent investigations have provided new 
clues that may help resolve this long-standing mystery. 

Taking advantage of remote-sensing observations available with SDO and STEREO, it has been possible 
to image the dynamics in the solar sources of some 3He-rich events around the time of the flare. It has 
been found (Bučík et al., 2018) that these events are sometimes accompanied by helical jets originating 
at the boundaries of sunspots having complex magnetic field configurations. These features have been 
associated with a rare class of 3He-rich events observed by ACE in which ions are accelerated to 
energies above 10 MeV/nucleon. 

New theoretical work (Mason and Klecker, 2018) has shown that the monotonic pattern of heavy 
element enhancements may be due to a “filtering” process occurring as supra-thermal ions penetrate a 
small amount of material in the solar atmosphere during the early stages of particle acceleration. The 
attachment of orbital electrons by nuclei passing through the coronal plasma affects the distance they 
can travel in a way that depends on Z and energy. A simple model was found capable of producing 
enhancement patterns similar to those observed in 3He-rich events. 

These results suggest new avenues for attacking the decades-old mystery of extreme fractionation in 
3He-rich events. They should have immediate bearing on understanding SEP observations expected 
from the Parker Solar Probe and Solar Orbiter. 

Figures: (a) Comparison between measured elemental abundance enhancements (red) measured by 
ACE and the new model (blue). (b) Large observed enhancements of 3He/4He in two high-energy events 
observed by ACE. (c) Images from SDO of helical jets in the same two events. 

References: R. Bučík et al., 3He-rich Solar Energetic Particles in Helical Jets on the Sun, ApJ, 852, 76, 
2018. 

G. Mason & B. Klecker, A Possible Mechanism for Enriching Heavy Ions in 3He-rich Solar Energetic
Particle Events, ApJ 862, 7, 2018.
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Magnetotail reconnection is at times steady and two dimensional, consistent with simple 
models  

The structure of the current sheet along the Magnetospheric Multiscale (MMS) orbit is examined during 
the 11 July 2017 Electron Diffusion Region (EDR) event. The location of MMS relative to the X-line is 
deduced and used to obtain the spatial changes in the electron parameters. The electron velocity 
gradient values are used to estimate the reconnection electric field sustained by non-gyrotropic 
pressure. It is shown that the observations are consistent with theoretical expectations for an inner EDR 
in 2-D reconnection. That is, the magnetic field gradient scale, where the electric field due to electron 
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non-gyrotropic pressure dominates, is comparable to the gyro-scale of the thermal electrons at the edge 
of the inner EDR. Our approximation of the MMS observations using a steady state, quasi-2-D, tailward 
retreating X-line was valid only for about 1.4 s. This suggests that the inner EDR is localized; that is, 
electron outflow jet braking takes place within an ion inertia scale from the X-line. The existence of 
multiple events or current sheet processes outside the EDR may play an important role in the geometry 
of reconnection in the near-Earth magnetotail.   

Significance: Magnetic reconnection is the process by which magnetic field lines coming from one 
region are broken and reconnected with magnetic field lines coming from another region. The simplest 
descriptions of magnetic reconnection are two dimensional, and a number of theoretical predictions 
have been made using the two-dimensional assumption. We study a magnetic reconnection event 
observed by the MMS spacecraft on 11 July 2017 and find approximate agreement between the 
observations and the predictions of a two-dimensional model. The agreement includes the scale size of 
the reconnection region, details of the particle orbits, and the rate of reconnection. Key points: current 
sheet structure in electron diffusion region is deduced using multipoint measurements from MMS to 
infer reconnection parameters; rate of electron acceleration along the out-of-plane electric field is 
consistent with theory of meandering electrons in 2-D reconnection; consistency with 2-D reconnection 
theory is found in reconnection electric field from electron pressure gradient and spatial extent of EDR.  

Reference: Nakamura, R., Genestreti, K. J., Nakamura, T., Baumjohann, W., Varsani, A., Nagai, T., et al. 
(2019). Structure of the current sheet in the 11 July 2017 Electron Diffusion Region event. Journal of 
Geophysical Research: Space Physics, 124, 1173–1186. https:// doi.org/10.1029/2018JA026028  

Figure: Magnetospheric Multiscale (MMS) spacecraft location and overview of the thin current sheet 
observation near the X-line. () Location of MMS in GSM X-Y plane and location of the four MMS 
spacecraft relative to MMS1 in (b) L-M plane and (c) L-N plane. (d) Electron energy spectra, (e) electron 
flow, (f) magnetic field, (g) electric field from MMS 3 spacecraft, (h) current density obtained from the 
curlometer method, (i) current density distribution relative to MMS location deduced from the current 
sheet model, (j) location of the X-line relative to the location of MMS from linear gradient method, and 
(k) current density distribution and location of the spacecraft within the model current sheet deduced
by the 1-D linear gradient method by also taking into account the gradient along L (yellow trace). The L,
M, and N components in (e)–(h) are plotted in blue, green, and red. The vertical red line indicates the X-
line crossings for MMS 3, that is, 22:34:02.4 UT. The blue vertical lines denote the time interval when X-
line monotonically moves tailward crossing MMS. Outside this region is shown as gray area in (j).
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Definitive measurement of rate of symmetric magnetotail reconnection 

The reconnection electric field EM can be determined from in situ plasma data. Researchers studied the 
magnetotail electron diffusion region observed by Magnetospheric Multiscale (MMS) on 11 July 2017 at 
22:34 UT and focus on the errors in EM that result from errors in an LMN boundary normal coordinate 
system. Several LMN coordinates for this MMS event were determined using several different methods. 
M axes were used to estimate EM. Some consensus was found that the reconnection rate was roughly EM 
= 3.2 ± 0.6 mV/m, which corresponds to a normalized reconnection rate of 0.18 ± 0.035. Minimum 
variance analysis of the electron velocity (MVA-ve), MVA of E, minimization of Faraday residue, and an 
adjusted version of the maximum directional derivative of the magnetic field (MDD-B) technique all 
produce reasonably similar coordinate axes. Virtual MMS data from a particle-in-cell simulation of this 
event was used to estimate the errors in the coordinate axes and reconnection. The L and M directions 
are most reliably determined when the spacecraft observes a clear electron jet reversal. When the 
magnetic field data have errors as small as 0.5% of the background field strength, the M direction 
obtained may be off by as much as 35∘. Overall, it is found that these techniques were able to identify 
EM from the virtual data within error bars ≥20%.   

Significance: Overall, results indicate that the reconnection electric field was within 2.5 ≤ EM ≤ 4 mV/m, 
which corresponds to a normalized reconnection rate of 0.14 ≤ R ≤ 0.22. The correlation between the 
reconnection rates determined with five different coordinate systems was strongest for the spacecraft 
nearest the neutral sheet (MMS-3), likely since EN —and therefore, the projections of EN onto the 
imprecisely measured M axes—are reduced near the neutral sheet. Researchers attempted to optimize 
each coordinate system by determining and removing linear correlations between EN and EM. In these 
optimized coordinates, it is found that the reconnection rate was likely EM =3.2±0.6mV/m and R = 0.18 ± 
0.035. Key points: the reconnection rate EM is estimated for one event using several techniques to find 
an M direction; the error bars in EM and the LMN coordinate directions are estimated from virtual data; 
the reconnection rate is likely 
EM = 3.2 mV/m ± 0.6 mV/m, which corresponds to a normalized rate R of 0.18 ± 0.035  

Reference: Genestreti, K. J., Nakamura, T. K. M., Nakamura, R., Denton, R. E., Torbert, R. B., Burch, J. L., 
et al. (2018). How accurately can we measure the reconnection rate EM for the MMS diffusion region 
event of 11 July 2017?. Journal of Geophysical Research: Space Physics, 123, 9130–9149. 
https://doi.org/10.1029/2018JA025711  

Figure: Errors in the coordinate axes and reconnection rate determined by applying MVA to the virtual 
electron bulk velocity ve after random MMS-like noise was added. (a)–(d) show these errors as a 
function of the distance of our MMS-like virtual probe path from its initial location near the current 
sheet. The crosses (X) indicate the average errors from 106 iterations. The dashed lines are the average 
values plus or minus a standard deviation. The vertical axes are (a) the error in the measured L∗ axis, 
𝜃𝜃LL∗ ≡ cos−1 (L � ⋅ L �∗), (b) 𝜃𝜃MM∗, (c) 𝜃𝜃NN∗, and (d) the percent error in EM∗. The red-shaded box indicates 
the region where the displacement in the virtual probe orbit is larger than the tetrahedron size. (e) The 
degree of nonorthogonality between L and M∗ (|90∘−𝜃𝜃LM∗|) on its horizontal axis, |90∘−𝜃𝜃NM∗| on the 
vertical, and the mean error in the reconnection rate per 1∘ × 1∘ bin in color.   
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Association of coronal rain with null-point topologies 
 

Coronal rain is the well-known phenomenon in which hot plasma high in the Sun’s corona undergoes 
rapid cooling (from ∼106 to <104 K), condenses, and falls to the surface. Coronal rain appears frequently 
in active region coronal loops and is very common in post-flare loops. We present discovery 
observations, which show that coronal rain is ubiquitous in the commonly occurring coronal magnetic 
topology of a large (∼100 Mm scale) embedded bipole very near a coronal hole boundary. Our observed 
structures formed when the photospheric decay of active-region-leading-sunspots resulted in a large 
parasitic polarity embedded in a background unipolar region. We observe coronal rain to appear within 
the legs of closed loops well under the fan surface, as well as preferentially near separatrices of the 
resulting coronal topology: the spine lines, null point, and fan surface. We analyze three events using 
Solar Dynamics Observatory (SDO) Atmospheric Imaging Assembly (AIA) observations in the 304, 171, 
and 211Å channels, as well as SDO Helioseismic and Magnetic Imager (HMI) magnetograms. The 
frequency of rain formation and the ease with which it is observed strongly suggests that this 
phenomenon is generally present in null point topologies of this size scale. We argue that these rain 
events could be explained by the classic process of thermal nonequilibrium or via interchange 
reconnection at the null; it is also possible that both mechanisms are present. Further studies with 
higher spatial resolution data and magnetohydrodynamic simulations will be required to determine the 
exact mechanism(s). 
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Figures:  (a) Diagram of the magnetic topology raining null point topologies (Figure 1 in Pariat et 
al. 2009).  (b) AIA 171 Å image showing the coronal signature of a raining null point topology.  (f) 
Examples from other time periods. 

Significance:  These observations provide new information expected to accelerate progress in 
determining the physical mechanisms responsible for coronal rain.  

H-ISFM Team:  Connecting the corona to solar wind structure and magnetospheric impact using 
modeling and remote and in situ observations 

PI: Nicholeen Viall 

Reference:    Mason, E. I., Antiochos, S. K., and Viall, N. M. ‘Observations of Solar Coronal Rain in Null 
Point Topologies’ 2019, ApJL, 874(2), L33. DOI 10.3847/2041-8213/ab0c5d. Publication date: April 2019 
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Role of helicity condensation in coronal heating 
 

One of the greatest challenges in solar physics is understanding the heating of the Sun's corona. Most 
theories for coronal heating postulate that free energy in the form of magnetic twist/stress is injected by 
the photosphere into the corona where the free energy is converted into heat either through 
reconnection or wave dissipation. The magnetic helicity associated with the twist/stress, however, is 
expected to be conserved and appear in the corona. In previous work we showed that helicity 
associated with the small-scale twists undergoes an inverse cascade via stochastic reconnection in the 
corona, and ends up as the observed large-scale shear of filament channels. Our “helicity condensation” 
model accounts for both the formation of filament channels and the observed smooth, laminar 
structure of coronal loops. In this paper, we demonstrate, using helicity- and energy-conserving 
numerical simulations of a coronal system driven by photospheric motions, that the model also provides 
a natural mechanism for heating the corona. We show that the heat generated by the reconnection 
responsible for the helicity condensation process is sufficient to account for the observed coronal 
heating.  We study the role that helicity injection plays in determining coronal heating and find that, 
crucially, the heating rate is only weakly dependent on the net helicity preference of the photospheric 
driving. Our calculations demonstrate that motions with 100% helicity preference are least efficient at 
heating the corona; those with 0% preference are most efficient. We discuss the physical origins of this 
result and its implications for the observed corona. 

Significance:  The photosphere of the sun has a temperature of ~10,000° F.  However, the sun's upper 
atmosphere, or corona, instead of cooling down moving away from the photosphere, is millions of 
degrees - 200 to 500 times higher.  One of the most challenging problems in solar physics is 
understanding the fundamental physical processes responsible for heating the solar corona.  This 
research explores helicity condensation as a coronal heating mechanism. 

H-ISFM Team:  Understanding Coronal Heating and the Solar Spectral Irradiance. PI:  James A. Klimchuk 

References:  “The Role of Magnetic Helicity in Coronal Heating,” Knizhnik, K. J., Antiochos, S. K., 
Klimchuk, J. K., and DeVore, C. R.  2019, ApJ, in press 
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API He-19-2: Demonstrate planned progress in advancing understanding 
of the connections that link the Sun, Earth, and planetary space 
environments, and the outer reaches of the solar system. 
 
Highlights include:  
 

15 IBEX observes an expansion of enhanced energetic neutral atom emission across the sky  
16 Mesopause level ice clouds measured by AIM/CIPS and photographed by ground-based 

observers show numerous clouds equatorward of 50N and a cloud at a record low latitude 
in 2019, raising new questions about long-term mesospheric change 

17 IRIS: machine learning revolutionizes diagnostics of the solar chromosphere 
18 Data mining reveals the dynamics of auroral substorms 
19 Geotail and RBSP observations reveal characteristics of storm time ion composition in the 

near-Earth plasma sheet 
20 THEMIS reveals the cause of the mysterious auroral phenomenon known as ‘STEVE’ 
21 SABER observations provide the first comparison of the effects of two very different 11-year 

solar cycles on Earth’s upper atmosphere, during which time the solar ultraviolet and solar 
wind output varied dramatically  

22 TIMED/GUVI observations address a fundamental aspect of solar/atmosphere coupling: the 
annual and semiannual oscillations in the upper atmosphere  

23 New method to derive thermospheric temperature from TIMED/GUVI observations  
24 Magnetosphere-ionosphere energy-particle coupling  
25 From single measurements to global solar cycle periodicities  
26 Leveraging multi-point observation to reveal nonlocal interactions  
27 Structure in the outer corona  
28 Discovery of multiple, large-scale reconnection X-lines on Earth’s magnetopause  
29 Comprehensive 3D radiative magnetohydrodynamics of a solar flare 
30 Self-consistent numerical simulation of the life cycle of a filament channel, from formation 

through eruption in a coronal mass ejection (CME)  
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IBEX observes an expansion of enhanced energetic neutral atom emission across the sky 
 

The Interstellar Boundary Explorer (IBEX) has continued to observe the response of the outer 
heliosphere to a large increase in solar wind dynamic pressure at 1 AU that began in late 2014. The 
response of the outer heliosphere to this pressure increase resulted in enhanced energetic neutral atom 
(ENA) emissions beginning in late 2016. The temporal evolution of the enhanced ENA emissions and 
their intensity provide a unique look at the distances to the termination shock and heliopause in 
different parts of the sky, as well as the plasma properties in the outer heliosphere. The initial 
brightening in ENAs was observed ~20° south of the upwind direction of the heliosphere (the direction 
through which the solar system is moving through interstellar space), indicating it as the closest point 
from Earth to the heliosheath. From early 2017 to early 2018, the ENA emissions rapidly expanded 
northward and covered nearly the entire upwind side of the heliosphere. This preferential expansion 
shows that the next closest regions span the upwind side from the north-port to the south-starboard 
directions – consistent with the heliosphere being shaped by the combined flow and magnetic pressures 
of the local interstellar medium. These observations also appear inconsistent with recent suggestions of 
a roughly spherical heliosphere. 

Significance: Imaging of ENA fluxes from the outer heliosphere responding to rapid changes in the solar 
wind reveals distances to the outer heliospheric boundaries in 3D. 

 

Figure: Schematic diagram of meridional cuts through the heliosphere. Colors indicate ENA fluxes at 4.3 
keV averaged over the three 6° swaths closest to the upwind direction. The early 2016 fluxes are similar 
to those seen over the prior few years and show a general enhancement ~20° south of the upwind 
direction. Early 2017 fluxes show a larger enhancement from this most compressed and closest direction 
of the heliosheath. Early 2018 fluxes show how the enhancement has spread through the next closest 
and compressed regions northward. From McComas et al. (2019). 

Reference: McComas, D. J., Dayeh, M. A., Funsten, H. O., Janzen, P. H., Schwadron, N. A., Szalay, J. R., & 
Zirnstein, E. J. (2019). Expanding Global Features in the Outer Heliosphere. The Astrophysical Journal, 
872:127, doi: https://doi.org/10.3847/1538-4357/aafc2c. 

 

https://doi.org/10.3847/1538-4357/aafc2c
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Mesopause level ice clouds measured by AIM/CIPS and photographed by ground-based 
observers show numerous clouds equatorward of 50N and a cloud at a record low latitude 
in 2019, raising new questions about long-term mesospheric change 
 

Mesopause ice clouds commonly referred to as Polar Mesospheric Clouds (PMCs) or Noctilucent Clouds 
(NLCs), generally occur at latitudes poleward of 60 degrees between late spring and late summer. Under 
certain atmospheric conditions, however, these clouds can appear much farther from the pole, even 
well below 50 degrees. These events produce significant public interest due to their novelty and visual 
appeal and provide excellent opportunities to combine satellite observations from AIM with ground-
based data to better understand why these clouds form and vary. The beginning of the 2019 spring 
cloud season has been especially active and characterized by numerous mid-latitude observations, 
including one at 34N in Joshua Tree, CA, which is a record low latitude event (Phillips, Tony, 2019). A 
recent paper published by Keifler et al., 2018 in the Journal of Geophysical Research – Atmospheres 
considers one such case from 2016 when mesospheric clouds occurred at ~ 49N over Europe. These 
clouds were observed both by CIPS and an upper atmospheric research facility located in Germany. They 
found that the cloud occurrence was driven by strong planetary wave activity that led to the southward 
advection of cold mesospheric air to mid-latitudes. Temperature observations revealed that the clouds 
occurred in a thin, cold layer (< 150 K) and temperatures above the clouds were increasing by as much 
as 25 K/km. The high static stability caused by the rapidly increasing temperature with height prevented 
turbulent mixing from causing the clouds to dissipate. The cloud particles were also found to persist and 
grow in the cold phase of gravity waves.  

Significance: Given the high population density between 40N and 60N, mid-latitude mesospheric cloud 
events inspire awe and wonder through the display of electric blue wispy sheets that fill the evening sky. 
Past research discussed above and the unusually large number of mid- to lower latitude sightings 
documented this spring by satellite and ground-based observations could signal that important long-
term changes are occurring in the mesopause region. These events indicate the need to continue the 
long-term mesospheric global observations measured by instruments on the AIM, TIMED and other 
satellites so the degree and implications of these changes can be assessed. These beautiful clouds 
connect people with weather at the edge of space, and amateur photographers around the world with 
NASA observations from space, inspiring both the next generation of researchers and citizen science.  

References: Kaifler, N., Kaifler, B., Wilms, H., Rapp, M., Stober, G., & Jacobi, C. (2018). Mesospheric 
temperature during the extreme midlatitude noctilucent cloud event on 18/19 July 2016. Journal of 
Geophysical Research: Atmospheres, 123, 13,775–13,789. https://doi.org/10.1029/2018. 
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IRIS: machine learning revolutionizes diagnostics of the solar chromosphere 
 

The solar chromosphere is sandwiched between the Sun’s relatively cool surface, or photosphere, and 
its million-degree outer atmosphere or corona. While the chromosphere’s temperature is only modestly 
increased over that of the photosphere, its dense plasma implies that up to two orders of magnitude 
more energy is required to sustain the chromosphere than for the corona. Determining which physical 
processes dominate the heating of the chromosphere is a major challenge in solar physics.  

This challenge is made more difficult because the chromosphere is a highly complex, finely structured 
and dynamic region in which radiative transfer and ionization are not in equilibrium. As a result, 
diagnosing physical conditions in the chromosphere has historically been very difficult, hampering 
progress. In the past few years, the advent of high-end computing has allowed numerical simulations 
and inversion codes to allow new diagnostics, providing insight into key chromospheric physical 
processes. However, these approaches are computationally cumbersome requiring supercomputers at 
high-end computing facilities and limiting diagnostics to a handful of datasets.  

Researchers at the Lockheed Martin Solar & Astrophysics Laboratory in Palo Alto, CA, which built and 
operates the Interface Region Imaging Spectrograph (IRIS) for NASA, have now exploited machine 
learning techniques, combined with  sophisticated inversion codes, to increase the computational 
efficiency of chromospheric diagnostics one million-fold. Using this new approach opens a new window 
on the chromosphere, providing solar physicists, in a matter of minutes using a desktop computer, with 
the temperature, velocity, density, and unresolved motions or turbulence as a function of height in the 
solar atmosphere for every IRIS observation. The availability of this new machine learning based tool, 
combined with the more than 25,000 IRIS observations of the solar chromosphere since its launch in 
2013, will reveal unprecedented views of the complex physical processes that dominate the solar 
chromosphere. 

Significance: The solar chromosphere is a key region in the solar atmosphere, responsible for most of 
the ultraviolet emission that affects the Earth’s upper atmosphere. Machine learning techniques can 
now provide unprecedented diagnostics of the physical conditions governing this important region, 
allowing new insights into what drives the heating and emission in this region. 

Reference: Sainz Dalda, A., de la Cruz Rodriguez, J., De Pontieu, B., Gosic, M., Recovering 
Thermodynamics from Spectral Profiles observed by IRIS: A Machine and Deep Learning Approach, ApJ 
Letters 875, L18, 10.3847/2041-8213/ab15d9 

https://ui.adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/2019ApJ...875L..18S/abstract 

Figure: Maps of the temperature (left), velocity (middle) and density (right) in the solar chromosphere, 
as derived by machine learning techniques from IRIS observations 

https://ui.adsabs.harvard.edu/link_gateway/2019ApJ...875L..18S/doi:10.3847/2041-8213/ab15d9
https://ui.adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/2019ApJ...875L..18S/abstract
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Data mining reveals the dynamics of auroral substorms 
 

An analysis of five decades of satellite data has pieced together the most comprehensive picture yet of 
substorms, the magnetic disturbances that cause surges of aurora. The results from mining and merging 
the archives of 15 satellites from NASA, NOAA, ESA, and JAXA spanning five decades to create a unified 
data set by Stephens et al. [2019] were featured as an AGU EOS Research Spotlight. 

Magnetospheric substorms represent key explosive processes in the interaction of the Earth's 
magnetosphere with the solar wind, and their understanding and modeling are critical for space 
weather forecasting. During substorms, the magnetic field on the nightside is first stretched in the 
antisunward direction and then it rapidly contracts earthward, bringing hot plasmas from the distant 
space regions into the inner magnetosphere, where they contribute to geomagnetic storms and Joule 
dissipation in the polar ionosphere, causing impressive splashes of aurora. In the feature, it is 
demonstrated that for the first time, mining millions of spaceborne magnetometer data records from 
multiple missions allows one to reconstruct the global 3-D picture of these stretching and dipolarization 
processes. Stretching results in the formation of a thin (less than the Earth's radius) and strong current 
sheet, which is diverted into the ionosphere during dipolarization. In the meantime, the dipolarization 
signal propagates farther into the inner magnetosphere, resulting in the accumulation of a longer lived 
current there, giving rise to a protogeomagnetic storm. The global 3-D structure of the corresponding 
substorm currents, including the substorm current wedge, is reconstructed from data. 

Significance: This global picture could help scientists better understand substorms on Earth, including 
their risk to infrastructure. It could also help scientists understand similar processes that have been 
observed in the magnetic fields of other planets and stars.  

Reference: Stephens, G. K., Sitnov, M. I., Korth, H.,Tsyganenko, N. A., Ohtani, S.,Gkioulidou, M., & 
Ukhorskiy, A. Y.(2019). Global empirical picture of magnetospheric substorms inferred from 
multimission magnetometer data. Journal of Geophysical Research: SpacePhysics,124, 1085–1110. 
https://doi.org/10.1029/2018JA025843 

 

https://eos.org/research-spotlights/data-mining-reveals-the-dynamics-of-auroral-substorms?utm_source=rss&utm_medium=rss&utm_content=data-mining-reveals-the-dynamics-of-auroral-substorms&utm_campaign=ealert
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Figure: 3-D reconstruction of major current systems for the 8 March 2009 substorm: (a) growth phase, 
(b) expansion phase, and (c) recovery phase. An orange volume rendering shows the 3-D distribution of 
the thin current sheet (TCS), and a violet volume rendering shows the field-aligned current (FAC) 
distribution. The 3-D distribution of the thick CS is shown by a 3-D green volume rendering, and it is 
complemented by the 2-D distribution of the current along the midnight meridian. The blue contours 
show selected current lines, and their intensity reflects the current strength. 
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Geotail and RBSP observations reveal characteristics of storm time ion composition in the 
near-Earth plasma sheet 
 

Solar wind particles and ionospheric O+ ions influence the near-Earth plasma sheet and inner 
magnetospheric composition. In a recent study, multispacecraft observations (namely, Geotail, ACE, and 
RBSP) obtained within an extensive period of solar cycle 23 and 24 (~22 years) showed how the energy 
of different ion species in the near-Earth storm-time plasma sheet is tightly connected with the solar 
wind dynamic pressure, the IMF Bz magnitude, and with the strength of geomagnetic storms. The major 
outcomes of the present study are: (1) Geotail and RBSP observations reveal that the energy densities of 
H+, O+ and He+ ions and the ratios O+ /H+  and He+ /H+  in the near-Earth plasma sheet and the inner 
magnetosphere were nearly constant before the onset of the storm and increase with the geomagnetic 
activity; (2) During intense geomagnetic storms, O+ is the dominating ion; (3) Plasma sheet ion 
composition depends on the strength of IMF Bz, Psw and the time duration for which the IMF Bz 
remains southward; (4) The Kp index has a fairly good dependence on O+/H+ (CC =  0.74) and He+/H+  
(CC =  0.58); and (5) The energy density of keV range ionospheric ions is found to be higher in the near-
Earth region (L =  2–4), which reduces as we move farther away from the Earth (L  > 4). Thus, two 
satellite observations helped in finding evidence of the fact that the inner magnetospheric plasma is 
replaced with fresh plasma from the plasma sheet. The evidence suggests that plasma sheet and inner 
magnetospheric ion composition are found to vary similarly as inferred in the previous studies and 
found to be consistent with the existing picture of the nightside magnetosphere. 

Significance: The extensive statistical result shows quantitatively how ion composition and the energy 
density of the near-Earth storm-time plasma sheet are linked with the Sun's environment that envelops 
the Earth.  

Reference: Pandya, M.,Veenadhari, B., Nosé, M. Kumar, S., Reeves, G. D, and A. T. Y. Lui, Characteristics 
of storm time ion composition in the near-Earth plasma sheet using Geotail and RBSP 
measurements, Earth, Planets, and Space, 70:203, doi.org/10.1186/s40623-018-0977-3, 2018. 
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Figure: Based on Geotail and RBSP-A observations, variation of energy density ratio for O+/H+ and 
He+/H+ with respect to Kp is shown. Blue and pink data points correspond to the energy density ratios of 
O+/H+ and He+/H+, respectively. Black-colored regression line corresponds to each data set. 
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THEMIS reveals the cause of the mysterious auroral phenomenon known as ‘STEVE’ 
 
Unknown to scientists, but documented by amateur night sky watchers for decades [Gallardo-Lacourt et 
al., 2019], STEVE (aka Strong Thermal Emission Velocity Enhancement) is a narrow mauve and green 
luminous structure that extends east-west from horizon to horizon across the nighttime sky at latitudes 
below the auroral oval over Alaska and Canada (see figure below). STEVE occurs before midnight at 
lower latitudes than, and differs from, the bright auroral displays that occur during geomagnetic 
substorms and storms. Recent comparisons with spacecraft observations suggested that, unlike aurora, 
STEVE is not related to precipitating magnetospheric particles, but rather may be associated with 
enhanced ionospheric plasma drifts. Nevertheless, the cause of STEVE has remained a mystery until 
now. 
 
The first step towards understanding the nature of STEVE came from a statistical study of THEMIS 
ground-based all-sky imager observations of the nighttime sky reported by Gallardo-Lacourt et al. 
[2018]. They found that STEVE tends to occur within the hour following the end of the strongest 
geomagnetic substorms. STEVE remains visible for about one hour and has a very narrow latitudinal 
width of only 20 km, about one ¼ the width of typical auroral streamers. These narrow STEVE structures 
move some 50 km equatorward during their lifetime, but extend over 2000 km east-west. Nishimura et 
al. [2019] employed THEMIS spacecraft observations to demonstrate that STEVE is associated with 
structured electrons, plasma flows, and intense waves just outside the cold dense plasmasphere that 
surrounds the Earth, deep within the Earth’s magnetosphere. They conclude that plasma heating due to 
fast flows and waves produces mauve colored STEVE arcs, but that precipitation of magnetospheric 
electrons into the Earth’s atmosphere produces corresponding green aurora. 
 
Significance: THEMIS ground- and space-based observations have been used to study and understand 
the cause of a mysterious auroral phenomenon long known to citizen scientists but which had gone 
unnoticed to professional researchers. Working in conjunction, the two groups have identified the cause 
of the events in the Earth’s magnetosphere. 
 
References: Gallardo-Lacourt, B., G. W. Perry, W. E. Archer, and E. Donovan, How did we miss this? An 
upper atmospheric discovery named STEVE, Eos, 100, https://doi.org/10.1029/2019EO117351. March 
2019. 
 
Gallardo-Lacourt, B., Y. Nishimura, E. Donovan, D. M. Gillies, G. W. Perry, W. E. Archer, O. A. Nava, and E. 
L. Spanswick, A statistical analysis of STEVE, J. Geophys. Res., 123, 11, 9893-9905, 2018. November 2018. 
 
Nishimura, Y., B. Gallardo-Lacourt, Y. Zou, E. Mishin, D. J. Knudsen, E. F. Donovan, V. Angelopoulos, and 
R. Raybell, Magnetospheric signatures of STEVE: Implications for the magnetospheric energy source and 
interhemispheric conjugacy, Geophys. Res. Lett., https://doi.org/10.102/2019GL082460, 2019.  April 
2019. 
 
 
 

https://doi.org/10.1029/2019EO117351
https://doi.org/10.102/2019GL082460
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Figure: A strong thermal emission velocity enhancement (STEVE) captured by Alberta Aurora Chasers at 
Circle Lake in British Columbia on 11 May 2018. The dynamic green aurora is seen in the distant north, 
located at right in the photograph. Credit: Robert Downie. 
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SABER observations provide the first comparison of the effects of two very different 11-
year solar cycles on Earth’s upper atmosphere, during which time the solar ultraviolet and 
solar wind output varied dramatically 
 
Sixteen years of SABER observations from 2002 to 2018 of infrared radiation emitted by nitric oxide and 
carbon dioxide molecules in Earth’s atmosphere above 100 km provided new information on intensity 
changes over time. The changes were due to variability in the amount of ultraviolet radiation from the 
Sun and to variations in the solar wind (Mlynczak et al., 2018). Infrared emissions regulate the 
temperature and density of the atmosphere above 100 km and are a measure of the pulse of the Sun 
reflected by changes in the atmosphere of the Earth. Infrared radiation levels above 100 km during 
October 2018 were nearly at the levels observed nine years earlier during the previous solar minimum. 
These results offer the first-ever comparison of the effects of two very different solar cycles on a 
fundamental property of the atmosphere. Solar variability during the period of this study was dramatic 
and offered a special opportunity to examine the effects of solar atmospheric coupling. The results of 
this research were the subject of an EOS Earth and Space Science News Research Spotlight article by 
Sidder (2019).  
 
The time span used in the study covered more than 
6,000 days, including most of solar cycle                                   
(SC) 23 and the entirety of SC 24. Maxima of infrared 
cooling rate profiles (nW/m3) are smaller during SC 24 
than SC 23, indicating a cooler thermosphere. Rates of 
global infrared power (W) from CO2 at the time of the 
study were at levels observed during the deep solar 
minimum of 2009. Rates of NO power were still larger 
than those observed during 2009 and were being 
maintained at an elevated level by geomagnetic activity 
as compared to that during the prior solar minimum. 
During SC 24 up to the time of publication, the 
thermosphere had radiated 70% of the energy of the 
mean of the past five cycles and would require an 
additional 1,690 days at the then current infrared 
radiation rates to reach the mean amount. This would 
make SC 24 approximately 386 days (about 1 year) 
longer than SC 23 and one of the longest SCs on record. 
Nearly 300 days have passed since these results were 
published and there is as yet no indication that solar 
minimum has been reached.  
 
The figure above (a) shows the 16-plus year record of 
daily global infrared power exiting the thermosphere 
that is emitted by NO (green) and CO2 (red). The time series extends from 22 January 2002 to 13 August 
2018 covering over 6,000 days of data. The figure above (b) shows the same data but for 1 January 2010 
to 13 August 2018, covering almost all of SC 24. Several features are apparent throughout the entirety of 
the SABER record. First, large, short-term increases in NO and CO2 cooling due to geomagnetic storm 
events are common. The largest storms in the record occurred in the latter stages of SC 23. The 

 

Figure: Time series of daily global infrared 
power (W) exiting the thermosphere (a) from 
January 2002 to August 2018, and (b) from 
January 2010 to August 2018. The blue 
curves are the 60-day running means of the 
data. 
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semiannual oscillation in CO2 cooling seen in the 60-day running means is also a persistent feature. The 
peak cooling in SC 24 is less than SC 23. 
 
Significance: Solar variability and its influence on the upper atmosphere of the Earth is at the forefront 
of scientific research. There are few direct, global indicators of the influence of solar variability that have 
quantitative terrestrial context. Infrared radiation from NO and CO2 are primary components of the 
energy budget of the thermosphere that have been observed continuously by the SABER instrument for 
more than 17 years. These data and other products derived from them provide direct, quantitative 
context on the thermal state of the atmosphere and enable comparisons of different SCs. The vertical 
profiles of global average infrared cooling rates have peak rates that are smaller during SC 24 than SC 23 
for both CO2 and NO, indicating an overall cooler thermosphere. The time series of daily power radiated 
by CO2 and NO have smaller peak power in SC 24 than in SC 23. The thermosphere climate indexes for 
CO2 and NO are smaller in SC 24 than SC 23. However, in the case of NO, the infrared daily global power 
radiated from the thermosphere in calendar year 2018 is still larger than the NO power radiated by NO 
during the deep solar minimum of 2009. This has been directly related to elevated geomagnetic activity 
in SC 24 compared to SC 23, as indicated by the Ap index. Despite SC 24 being weaker overall, a key 
component of the thermosphere energy budget, infrared cooling by NO, is larger in SC 24 than in SC 23. 
Geomagnetic activity, driven by the solar wind, is higher in this minimum period of SC 24 than SC 23. 
This result points out a fundamental difference between solar cycles, and the corresponding effects in 
Earth’s atmosphere.  
 
References: Mlynczak, M. G., Hunt, L. A., Marshall, B. T., & Russell, J. M., III (2018). Infrared radiation in 
the thermosphere near the end of solar cycle 24. Geophysical Research Letters, 45. https://doi.org/ 
10.1029/2018GL080389. 
 
Sidder, A. (2019), The thermosphere responds to a weaker than normal solar cycle, Eos, 100, 
https://doi.org/10.1029/2019EO119423.   
 
  

https://doi.org/10.1029/2018GL080389
https://doi.org/10.1029/2018GL080389
https://doi.org/10.1029/2019EO119423
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TIMED/GUVI observations address a fundamental aspect of solar/atmosphere coupling: the 
annual and semiannual oscillations in the upper atmosphere 
 
The variation of solar illumination of a planetary atmosphere from orbital geometry and seasonal 
variations due to spin axis tilt is expressed in global oscillations of the atmosphere. Throughout the 
Earth’s atmosphere, annual and semiannual oscillations (AO and SAO) are known to exist; however, in 
the upper atmosphere including the thermosphere, their respective causes have remained unsolved; 
some researchers have hypothesized that they are caused by internal dynamics. Recent analysis based 
on TIMED satellite data has provided fundamentally new information on this connection between the 
Sun and the Earth’s atmosphere. New insights have been gleaned by analysis of the vertical 
thermospheric O, N2, and O2 densities obtained by the onboard far ultraviolet (FUV) remote sensing 
instrument, GUVI. Because remote sensing enables simultaneous observation of thermospheric features 
at different altitudes, the altitude profiles of the amplitudes and phases of AO and SAO from 2002–2007 
have been derived. The approach delivers reliable results, even though GUVI only samples the 
thermosphere during the day and GUVI’s sampling rate is constrained by orbital precession. 
 
Oxygen and O/N2 have been found to exhibit a clear SAO phase at low latitudes that peaks at equinoxes 
but shifts to maxima near solstices at high latitudes. For the first time, it has been demonstrated to be 
true in both the lower and upper thermosphere by exploiting the power of remote sensing. The 
latitudinal signatures in the SAO are consistent with the changing solar illumination due to Earth's 
obliquity. In the tropics, there is an SAO because the subsolar location passes every latitude twice per 
year. At high latitudes, the changing illumination is completely different due to the modulation 
produced by Earth shadowing. This is easily seen within the Arctic or Antarctic Circles, where there is no 
illumination for parts of the year. The complex geometry of the terminator crossing high latitudes 
cannot be matched with a simple sine wave (AO) and an SAO and higher order harmonics are required. 
The GUVI data show a strong AO at mid-latitudes that cannot be explained by the eccentricity of the 
Earth orbit. This AO behavior has been known for some time and an explanation continues to elude 
researchers. 
 
The global mean GUVI O/N2, obtained by averaging all data over the 63 day TIMED half orbital period 
that samples all local times during the day, exhibits the SAO, with O/N2 greater during the equinoxes 
than during the solstices, and the AO, with global O/N2 larger in January than in July. The SAO in global 
mean GUVI O/N2 is similar in behavior to that simulated by the TIME-GCM thermospheric model2. 
GUVI O and N2 densities on fixed pressure levels in the upper thermosphere are anticorrelated with 
variations of the solar extreme ultraviolet flux over the solar cycle. On the other hand, O/N2 is smaller 
during solar minimum and larger during solar maximum. 
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Significance: The independence of the SAO with 
altitude in the Earth’s thermosphere and its 
phase change with latitude demonstrate that 
solar illumination, the main forcing agent of 
thermospheric behavior, is not obscured by 
internal thermospheric reactive processes such 
as chemistry or dynamics. The challenge to 
future modeling work is to reproduce these 
features of the thermosphere, as well as match 
the global and interannual variability discovered 
by this study. GOLD and ICON will add to our 
understanding, though one should note that 
ICON will see only a narrow band of latitudes 
near the equator and GOLD only sees less than 
1/3 of the Earth. By combining observations 
from GUVI and GOLD, and ICON, we will improve 
models of the upper atmosphere and ultimately 
explain the AO, SAO and higher order oscillations 
observed in total electron content (TEC), which is 
clearly related to compositional changes in the 
Earth’s thermosphere3.  
 
We expect that the various oscillations in the 
Earth’s atmosphere will exist in the atmospheres of other planets. An inter-comparison of oscillations 
within atmospheres of the terrestrial planets is expected to provide additional insights into the roles of 
internal and external processes in the connection between the Sun and planets. 
 
Figure: (Above) GOLD obtains observations of the Western Hemisphere in the GUVI imaging colors – in 
this case in the atomic oxygen line at 135.6 nm. (At right) high-resolution GUVI images from one orbit in 
135.6 nm (March 21, 2003). GUVI continues complementary observations of the Earth by observing the 
whole globe and Polar Regions. 

References: Yue, J., Jian, Y., Wang, W., Meier, R. R., Burns, A., Qian, L., et al. (2019). Annual and 
semiannual oscillations of thermospheric composition in TIMED/GUVI limb measurements. J. 
Geophysical Research: Space Physics, 124. https://doi.org/10.1029/2019JA026544. 
 
Jones Jr., M., Emmert, J. T., Drob, D. P., Picone, J. M., & Meier, R. R. (2018). Origins of the thermosphere-
ionosphere semiannual oscillation: Reformulating the “thermospheric spoon” mechanism. Journal of 
Geophysical Research: Space Physics, 123. https://doi.org/10.1002/2017JA024861 
 
Lean, J. L., R. R. Meier, J. M. Picone, F. Sassi, J. T. Emmert and P. G. Richards, Ionospheric Total Electron 
Content: Spatial Patterns of Variability (2016), J. Geophys. Res. Space Physics, 121, 10,367–10,402, 
doi:10.1002/2016JA023210. 
 
  

https://doi.org/10.1029/2019JA026544
https://doi.org/10.1002/2017JA024861
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New method to derive thermospheric temperature from TIMED/GUVI observations 
 
Understanding the dynamics of the upper atmosphere requires measuring the bulk properties like 
density and temperature. These measurements of the neutral atmosphere are relatively sparsely 
distributed over the globe. Since the GUVI instrument is in spectrograph mode, spectral features that 
indicate the temperature of the thermosphere can be used. The GUVI team has devised a method for 
estimating thermospheric temperature (around 155 km altitude) from the molecular Nitrogen (N2) 
“Lyman-Birge-Hopfield” (LBH) emission bands observed by TIMED/GUVI. An atmospheric emission 
model (AURIC - Strickland et al., 1999) was used to calculate the intensity ratio in the N2 LBH (0, 0) and 
(1, 0) bands at 144.5–145.5 and 141.0–142.0 nm as a function of N2 rotational temperature. The 
observed ratios and the AURIC results are used together to specify the thermospheric temperature 
around 155 km under sunlit conditions. The estimated temperature agrees fairly well with the neutral 
temperature at 155 km from WACCM-X model.  
 
Significance: Establishing a method to measure the temperature of the thermosphere provides useful 
data for models and data assimilation techniques to get a better understanding of thermosphere 
dynamics. It also provides data that can be used to conduct specific studies of atmospheric dynamics. 
For example, the estimated temperature appears to be higher over the auroral oval and O/N2 depleted 
regions, giving a specific measure to the energy generated in such events. Furthermore, meridional 
wave-like structures were clearly seen in the derived temperature and were likely caused by traveling 
atmospheric disturbances (TADs). TADs are an important mechanism for transferring energy to the 
atmosphere from solar storm inputs.   
 
Figure: Derived temperature from GUVI data (a) and WACCMX temperature (b) at 155 km and 
coincident with GUVI observations on March 16, 2013. The general average temperature agrees well, 
but there are many wavelike structures seen in the GUVI data that could be very important for 
understanding the transfer of energy in the atmosphere/ionosphere system. 

 
References: Zhang, Y., Paxton, L.J., Schaefer, R.K., 2019, “Deriving thermospheric temperature from 
TIMED/GUVI observations”, Journal of Geophysical Research - Space Physics, accepted, 
(DOI:10.1029/2018JA026379).  
 
Strickland, D, Strickland, D. J., J. Bishop, J. S. Evans, T. Majeed, P. M. Shen, R. J. Cox, R. Link, and R. 
E. Huffman (1999), Atmospheric Ultraviolet Radiance Integrated Code (AURIC): Theory, 
software architecture, inputs, and selected results, J. Quant. Spectrosc. Radiat. Transfer, 62, 689.  
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Figure: Comparison of GUVI and WACCMX (at 155 km) temperature on March 16, 2013 at four different 
longitudes (a) 3°, (b) 180°, (c) 300°, (d) 360°. The feature marked “SAA” in (c) is an artifact created by 
energetic particles creating detector noise as the spacecraft passes through the South Atlantic Anomaly 
(SAA).  
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Magnetosphere-ionosphere energy-particle coupling 
 
The heavy ion component of the low-energy (from electron-Volt (eV) to hundreds of eV) ion population 
in Earth’s inner magnetosphere, also known as the O+ torus, is crucial for various aspects of 
magnetospheric dynamics. From generation and propagation of various plasma waves to providing an 
important source population for the hot plasma pressure that drives the global current system through 
the magnetosphere-ionosphere system, it plays an important role. Even though the existence of the O+ 
torus has been known for almost forty years, its formation remains a mystery. The orbit of Van Allen 
Probes and the advanced instrumentation on board allowed for the revelation of a new ionospheric O+ 
ion outflow mechanism [Gkioulidou et al., 2019]. During geomagnetic storms, electromagnetic energy 
from the Earth’s nightside magnetosphere is transferred along magnetic field lines down to the 
ionosphere, causing the outflow of low-energy O+ ions from mid-to-low latitudes. As was observed by 
the Probe B as it moved deep into the inner magnetosphere towards its perigee (Figure below), 
electromagnetic energy fluctuations are well correlated with multiple O+ ion band structures, which can 
be explained by the subsequent bouncing motion of the recently escaped ions. 
 
Reference: Gkioulidou, M., Ohtani, S., Ukhorskiy, A. Y., Mitchell, D. G., Takahashi, K., Spence, H. E., et al. 
(2019), Low-energy (<keV) O+ ion outflow directly into the inner magnetosphere: Van Allen Probes 
observations. Journal of Geophysical Research: Space Physics, 124, 405– 419. https://doi.org/ 
10.1029/2018JA025862 
 
 
 

 
Figure: New mechanism for “oxygen torus” formation. (a) Oxygen ion outflow observed by the Van Allen 
Probe B in associations with field-aligned Poynting flux. (b) Test-particle model of oxygen ion outflow 
and banded structure formation due to the ion bounce motion. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

(a) (b) 
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From single measurements to global solar cycle periodicities 
 
As the Sun rotates with a 27-day period, it fills the interplanetary space with solar wind plasma with 
embedded high-speed structures. Corotating with the Sun, the solar wind pattern sweeps by Earth every 
27 days, exerting a periodic forcing on its magnetosphere. While it is well known that the intensities of 
high-energy particles can be modulated by the oscillations in the solar wind driving, no effects in cold 
plasma populations or global magnetospheric electrodynamics have ever been observed. Van Allen 
Probes is the first mission that provides comprehensive in situ observations of the full range of inner 
magnetospheric processes over more than half of the 11-
year solar cycle. This provides a unique insight into the 
long-term periodicities of inner magnetospheric processes 
and how they change with the solar cycle. Most of the mass 
of Earth’s magnetosphere is contained in the high-density 
plasmasphere. The location of its boundary, the 
plasmapause, is determined by the strength of the 
magnetospheric convection that controls the buildup of the 
ring current and radiation belt seed population. Recent 
analysis of long-term measurements of the plasmapause 
location provided by the Probes revealed the existence of 
regular modulations at the solar rotation period [Thaller et 
al., 2019] (Figure, right). The period of the modulations 
changes with the solar cycle shifting from ~40 days at the 
solar maximum to ~27 days as the solar cycle declines. 
These modulations have important implications for the 
state and global electrodynamics of the inner 
magnetosphere. The plasmapause location oscillates by 
about 1 RE, the plasma density varies by 35%, and the 
average convection electric field fluctuates by about 0.24 
mV/m. 
 
Figure: Van Allen Probes discovery of plasmaspheric oscillations at the solar rotation frequency. 
 
Reference: Thaller, S. A., Wygant, J. R., Cattell, C. A., Breneman, A. W., Tyler, E., Tian, S., et al. (2019). 
Solar rotation period driven modulations of plasmaspheric density and convective electric field in the 
inner magnetosphere. Journal of Geophysical Research: Space Physics, 124, 1726–1737. 
https://doi.org/10.1029/ 2018JA026365 
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Leveraging multi-point observation to reveal nonlocal interactions  
 
During the main phase of geomagnetic storms the intensity of Earth’s electron radiation belts can 
decrease rapidly by orders of magnitude. Electromagnetic Ion Cyclotron (EMIC) Waves have long been 
considered as a possible mechanism of electron losses from the belts. Electrons intersecting EMIC wave 
activity on the course of their longitudinal orbits around Earth can resonantly interact with the waves, 
which leads to electron pitch-angle scattering and subsequent precipitation and loss into the 
atmosphere. The importance of EMIC waves to the observed radiation belt decreases had been 
vigorously debated, given the above assumption regarding electrons intersecting EMIC wave activity. 
The biggest uncertainty in the estimates of the EMIC-driven losses is the spatial extent of the wave 
region, which cannot be constrained with single-point spacecraft measurements.  
 
A highly complementary orbital configuration of the twin Van Allen Probes and the Arase (ERG) 
spacecraft, conjugate in radial distance from the planet and separated in azimuth (Figure 2b), provided a 
unique opportunity for addressing this problem for the first time [Kurita et al., 2018]. As they passed 
through the belt separated by approximately 10 minutes, the three spacecraft observed a rapid 
decrease of electron intensities by an order of magnitude or more (Figure 2c). Only Probe A, however, 
observed strong EMIC wave activity associated with the decrease (Figure 2d). Conjugate measurements 
by the magnetometer stations on the ground further constrained the spatial extent of the wave activity 
down to several Earth radii (Figure 2a).  
 
Significance: This multi-mission and multi-point observational analysis established that spatially-
localized EMIC wave activity can produce large, order of magnitude or more, decreases of relativistic 
electron intensities in the heart of Earth’s radiation belts on timescales as short as 10 minutes.   
   

 
Figure: Multi-mission and multi-point observations of rapid radiation belt decrease in association with 
EMIC waves. (a) Magnetometer stations and RBSP/ERT spacecraft projection to the surface; location of 
EMIC wave observations are shown with star symbols. (b) Highly complementary orbital configurations 
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of RBSP and ERG. (c) Rapid radiation belt decrease observed by RBSP and ERG. (d) Strong EMIC wave 
activity measured by RBSP-A. 
 
Reference: Kurita, S., Miyoshi, Y., Shiokawa, K., Higashio, N., Mitani, T., Takashima, T., et al. (2018). 
Rapid loss of relativistic electrons by EMIC waves in the outer radiation belt observed by Arase, Van 
Allen Probes, and the PWING ground stations. Geophysical Research Letters, 45, 12,720–12,729. 
https://doi.org/10.1029/2018GL080262 
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Structure in the outer corona 
 

Carefully processed images from a special long-exposure 
campaign performed with the Solar Terrestrial Relations 
Observatory-A (STEREO-A)/COR2 coronagraph reveal radial 
structure with high density contrast at all observable scales 
down to the optical limit of the instrument. Intermittent 
compact structures are present at all observable scales. The 
variations belie the notion of a smooth outer corona, 
pointing toward a highly complex outer corona with far 
more structure and local dynamics than has been apparent 
previously. The images show that the corona varies both in 
space and in time, with radial structure and intermittent 
puffs of material seen throughout the corona. 

Figure: Specially processed data from the STEREO-A/Cor2 
coronagraph showing structure in the upper corona at the 
base of the solar wind. From Deforest et al. 2018 

Significance: These observations of variation in the outer 
corona have important implications for our understanding of 
the transition from the corona to the solar wind, suggesting 
a complicated transition region rather than simple transition 
layer. The observations also provide a prediction for the 
environment in which Parker Solar Probe is flying.  

Reference: DeForest C.E., Howard, R.A., Velli. M. Viall, N., 
and Vourlidas, A.  2018 ApJ 862 18 [10.3847/1538-4357/aac8e3] 
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Discovery of multiple, large-scale reconnection X-lines on Earth’s magnetopause 
 

Magnetic flux ropes of various scale sizes have been observed at the Earth’s magnetopause for four 
decades. These multiple structures resulting from reconnection have complex internal field and plasma 
signatures and evolve as they propagate along the dayside magnetopause. Here plasma and magnetic 
field observations from the Magnetospheric Multiscale (MMS) mission are used to describe a different 
type of large-scale multiple reconnection, magnetic flux rope-like structure at the Earth’s 
magnetopause. These observations show at least two X lines separated by many Earth radii. Unlike 
smaller-scale flux ropes or flux transfer events, these multiple X lines are stationary and consist of 
primary and secondary X lines. The secondary X line is either transient in time or does not reconnect all 
of the magnetic flux that reconnects at the primary X line. Several examples of these large-scale 
reconnection structures are tabulated. This type of structure may be common at the magnetopause, at 
least for a range of interplanetary magnetic field clock angles.  

Significance: Magnetic reconnection at the Earth’s magnetopause is the driver for the interaction 
between the solar wind and Earth, that is, space weather. This reconnection is usually considered to 
occur along a long reconnection X line across the magnetopause. However, the observations here show 
that there are multiple X lines at the magnetopause where reconnection is occurring. These X lines do 
not appear to move and there appears to be a primary X line and at least one secondary X line.  

• Multiple reconnection X lines are observed at the Earth’s magnetopause  

• Their particle signatures indicate that the X lines are quasi-stationary and far apart from one 
another  

Reference: Fuselier, S. A., Petrinec, S.M., Trattner, K. J., Broll, J. M., Burch, J. L., Giles, B. L., et al. (2018). 
Observational evidence of large-scale multiple reconnection at the Earth’s dayside magnetopause. 
Journal of Geophysical Research: Space Physics, 123, 8407–
8421. https://doi.org/10.1029/2018JA025681 

Figure: Schematic of the multiple X line structure encountered by the MMS spacecraft on 16 November 
2015. The spacecraft crossed the magnetopause at the subsolar point. The crossing occurred 
approximately 4 RE southward of a quasi-stationary primary X line and approximately 1 RE northward of 
a quasi-stationary secondary X line. The maximum shear model predicts that the primary X line is long 
and continuous and extends from the antiparallel reconnection region on the dawn flank through a 
component reconnection X line that connects to the antiparallel reconnection region on the dusk flank. 
The secondary X line is either intermittent in time or does not reconnect all of the magnetic flux that is 
reconnected at the primary X line.  

 

 

 

https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__doi.org_10.1029_2018JA025681&d=DwMGaQ&c=ApwzowJNAKKw3xye91w7BE1XMRKi2LN9kiMk5Csz9Zk&r=f_D9Tn6EJFLT3tfxp7kLDCf7998qzdgwsMNrhzvITDE&m=Sw2Asw6hkuFyrMNZ5fECeBli-nH1H1MLwvU76KvBQ3k&s=lcT3LUrXqAFin7lKXGEpSFLJB9ZpuYe2RRTfM05417E&e=
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Comprehensive 3D radiative magnetohydrodynamics of a solar flare 
 

Inspired by SDO and IRIS observations of a flare productive active region (NOAA Active Region 12017), 
Cheung, Rempel et al. (2019, Nature Astronomy) carried out radiative MHD simulations of magnetic flux 
emergence to eruption. The numerical simulation reproduces observables that resemble real 
observations of flares from NASA Heliophysics observatories. This includes the time-profile of the soft X-
ray flux, X-ray spectra, and Doppler signatures of chromospheric evaporation flows. 

Significance: These simulations allow researchers to examine solar eruptions from all points of view, 
including from above and the sides. This means data from satellites in orbits far from the Earth can be 
used to verify the simulations and leads to better models of solar flares. This is a stepping stone for full 
data-driven models of actual flares, and eventually for physics-based ensemble models. It can help 
transform flare prediction from an empirical, statistics-based approach to a physics-based approach. 

Reference: Cheung, M.C.M., Rempel, M., Chintzoglou, G., Chen, F., Testa, P., Martinez-Sykora, J., Sainz 
Dalda, A., DeRosa, M.L., Malanushenko, A., Hansteen, V., De Pontieu, B., Carlsson, M., Gudiksen, B., and 
McIntosh, S. W. (2019), A comprehensive three-dimensional radiative magnetohydrodynamic simulation 
of a solar flare, Nature Astronomy, 3, 160-166, doi: 10.1038/s41550-018-0629-3. 
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Self-consistent numerical simulation of the life cycle of a filament channel, from formation 
through eruption in a coronal mass ejection (CME)  
 

These results show the first self-consistent numerical simulation of the life cycle of a filament channel, 
from formation through eruption in a coronal mass ejection (CME), based on the mechanism of 
magnetic helicity condensation. In a major advance (Figure 2), the science team demonstrated 
conclusively that magnetic helicity condensation in the corona forms filament-channel structures that 
eventually erupt explosively [Dahlin et al., 2019]. A comprehensive analysis of 27 equatorial coronal-
hole jets observed by NASA’s Solar Dynamics Observatory found that every one of the jets manifested 
signatures of filament-channel eruptions, such as cool filament material ejected with the jet and/or a 
hot flare arcade left behind [Kumar et al., 2019]. The results strongly support the team’s breakout model 
for coronal jets, in which the same mechanism that gives rise to explosive, global-scale CMEs (Figure 2) 
is also  responsible for the majority of impulsive small-scale coronal jets. 

Brief Background on Helicity Condensation:  The helicity of the magnetic field is a measure of the 
extent to which field lines wrap and coil around one another (found in twisted, kinked, knotted, or 
linked magnetic flux tubes, sheared layers of magnetic flux, and force-free fields).  An important 
property is that magnetic helicity tends to inverse cascade to large scales (referred to here as helicity 
condensation). Helicity condensation, through reconnection, transforms small-scale (d) coronal loop 
helicity, injected as a result of differential rotation, into smooth increasingly larger-scale coronal loops 
(removing small-scale structure) and, at the largest scales (L), into filament channel shear (see Figure 1).  
Of course, there will be twist at all scales from L  down to d as small-scale helicity continues to be 
injected by differential rotation, but it is only the global twist at L that keeps growing fed by the helicity 
condensation.  The global twist is equivalent to the coherent localized shear needed to explain 
formation of the filament channel. Because of the helicity cascade the filament channel is a location of 
strong magnetic shear and highly non-potential magnetic fields.  Filament channels thus represent 
locations in the solar atmosphere where energy is being stored and available for explosive release. 

Figure 1 

  

 

 

 

Figure 1:  The process of helicity condensation in 
which  helicity injected at small scales (d) by 
photospheric motions cascades to large scales (L) 
due to reconnection. [Antiochus et al., Ap.J., 2013, 
Figure 4]  
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Results: This groundbreaking result (Figure 2) extends our previous work, in which helicity condensation 
formed filament channels that were stable and noneruptive. Key features that facilitated this advance 
were (1) the effect of the surrounding magnetic field on the evolution, specifically the presence – vs. the 
absence in our prior work – of a magnetic null point in the corona above the channel, and (2) the 
influence of spherical geometry and atmospheric stratification due to gravity. The consequences of 
these changes are that (1) reconnection at the null point during the gradual formation and expansion of 
the channel weakens the overlying field that ties down the channel field, eventually leading to a 
runaway feedback between the reconnection and expansion that enables explosive eruption, and (2) the 
diverging spherical geometry and the fall-off of the restraining gas pressure and magnetic tension with 
height above the surface allow the structure to expand both vertically and laterally as it rises, producing 
an increasingly large and, evenutally, fast-moving eruption as is observed in global-scale coronal mass 
ejections. These properties are the foundation of the highly successful magnetic breakout model for 
solar eruptions that we originated long ago. In our previous work on breakout, the filament channels 
were formed by a surface shear flow whose concentration adjacent to the channel-formation site was 
imposed by design. In this new work, small-scale vortical motions at the surface induce magnetic 
reconnections in the corona that, collectively, form the filament channel fully self-consistently through 
the process of helicity condensation (Figure 2). We also found, in agreement with our earlier studies, 
that the later onset of explosive eruption is preceded by the initiation of flare reconnection below the 
expanding sheared arcade. This timing sequence indicates that the mechanism underlying the eruption 
is magnetic reconnection, rather than an ideal instability or loss of equilibrium as postulated by other 
models. Our overall result is a pioneering end-to-end simulation of the filament-channel life cycle, from 
slow formation to fast eruption with a CME, that appears to be consistent with solar observations in all 
respects. 

Figure 2 
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Figure 2. Initial configuration (a,b) and filament channel formation (c–f) at the indicated times t. Black 
(white) surface shading indicates minority (majority) magnetic polarity; cyan curves are surface polarity 
inversion lines (PILs). Green, blue, red, and magenta field lines illustrate different flux systems in the 
multipolar topology. Green annuli (c,e) are contours of constant ∣v∣ in the vortical flows, and orange 
field lines represent low-lying sheared flux above the PIL. Color shading in the  = 0 plane (d,f) contours 
the azimuthal field component, B, saturated at (d) ±2 G and (f) ±30 G. 

Significance:   Filament channels are regions in the Sun’s atmosphere of strong magnetic shear and 
highly non-potential magnetic fields; thus, locations where energy is being stored. They are key to the 
understanding of the evolution of magnetic fields on the Sun and their relationship to eruptive 
phenomena. By observing, modeling, and interpreting their formation and evolution, information 
central to the understanding of the buildup of magnetic stress and energy required for Space Weather 
events such as Coronal Mass Ejections is gained. 

H-ISFM Team:  Magnetic Energy Buildup and Explosive Release in the Solar Atmosphere. PI:  C. R. 
DeVore 

References:  Dahlin et al., 2019, ApJ, 879, 96; https://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.3847/1538-
4357/ab262a 

Kumar et al., 2019a, ApJ, 873, 93; https://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.3847/1538-4357/ab04af 
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API He-19-3: Demonstrate planned progress in developing the knowledge 
and capability to detect and predict extreme conditions in space to 
protect life and society and to safeguard human and robotic explorers 
beyond Earth. 
 
Highlights include:  
 

31 Plasmoid eruption captured in soft X-rays and radio with Hinode and ALMA  
32 AIM, TIMED and UARS satellites reveal a missing solar cycle response in the polar summer 

mesosphere 
33 Numerous low latitude observations reported of rare noctilucent cloud occurrences over 

the Rocky Mountains, Four-Corners region and lower latitudes  
34 GOLD mission observations of the EIA find ionospheric depletions during current solar 

minimum may be factor of 10 more prevalent than indicated by observations during 
previous solar minimum  

35 Earth’s atmosphere stretches out to the Moon – and beyond  
36 A fast coronal mass ejection challenges our ideas about their structure  
37 ARTEMIS reveals a dynamic lunar ionosphere  
38 New geospace index provides direct terrestrial context and insight into past and future solar 

variability effects on Earth’s thermosphere  
39 TIMED observations provide basic understanding of the relative roles of nitric oxide, solar 

EUV and particle precipitation on thermospheric density decreases  
40 TIMED/SEE obtain the first spectrum of a solar flare footpoint over the full EUV and FUV 

ranges 
41 Understanding the magnetic configurations associated with the interplanetary coronal mass 

ejections observed by Wind during 1995-2015  
42 Solar Terrestrial Relations Observatory (STEREO) observations of stream interaction regions 

in 2007 – 2016: relationship with Heliospheric current sheets, solar cycle variations, and 
dual observations 

43 September 2017 CME observed from Earth, MAVEN at Mars and STEREO-A 
44 STEREO observes extreme events in Solar Cycle 24 
45 Machine learning reveals systematic accumulation of electric current in lead-up to solar 

flares  
46 SDO measurements as leading indicators of magnetic flux emergence  
47 Forced-Breathing of the Earth’s dayside magnetospheric cavity linked to solar wind periodic 

density structures and magnetospheric effects 
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Plasmoid eruption captured in soft X-rays and radio with Hinode and ALMA  
 

Coordinated observations between Hinode’s X-Ray Telescope (XRT) and the Atacama Large 
Millimeter/submillimeter Array (ALMA) fortuitously captured an eruption of a small plasmoid on 
December 17, 2015. The plasmoid was observed in radio with ALMA and in extreme ultraviolet (EUV) 
with the Solar Dynamics Observatory, but was not detected within soft X-rays with Hinode/XRT, thereby 
constraining the plasma temperature below 1 million degrees Kelvin. The radio and EUV data further 
constrain the temperature to ~100,000 degrees and cap the thermal energy of the eruption to values 
less than those seen in coronal jets. 

Significance: Observations of erupting material with multiple instruments spanning high-energy 
wavelengths constrain the energy available through small heating events, which is critical for informing 
our coronal heating models. 

Reference:  M. Shimojo, H. S. Hudson, S. M. White, T. S. Bastian, & K. Iwai 2017, The Astrophysical 
Journal, 841, 5 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure: (Left) Images of the plasmoid ejection at 19:44:13 UT, close to the intensity peak of the second 
ejection. The panels are labeled by the appropriate wavelength. (Right) Densities required to explain 
each of the intensity enhancements of the plasmoid. The shaded region in the upper portion of the 
figure indicates conditions under which 100 GHz emission becomes optically thick. The black solid line 
indicates the density required for the observed brightness temperature enhancement at 100 GHz when 
we assume that the plasmoid is optically thin at the corresponding temperature. The gap in the black 
line is at the temperature where the Gaunt factor in the formulas changes (3.6 × 105 K). The yellow, 
orange, and purple lines indicate the required densities for the intensity enhancements in the 171, 193, 
and 211 Å AIA bands, respectively. 
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AIM, TIMED and UARS satellites reveal a missing solar cycle response in the polar summer 
mesosphere 
 

Prior to NASA’s Upper Atmosphere Research Satellite (UARS, 1991-2005), the principal indication of 
solar cycle effects in the middle atmosphere was a decadal oscillation observed in polar mesospheric 
clouds (PMCs). A reduction of these ice clouds near 83 km altitude was predicted at solar maximum due 
to increased heating and water vapor photolysis. UARS confirmed these signatures during solar cycle 22. 
However, the solar cycle response in PMCs appears to be missing in recent decades. The changes in PMC 
behavior during 1979 - 2018 were quantified in a recent study using observations from the Solar 
Backscatter Ultraviolet (SBUV) instruments, Halogen Occultation Experiment (HALOE / UARS), the Cloud 
Imaging and Particle Size (CIPS / AIM) instrument, and the Solar Occultation For Ice Experiment (SOFIE / 
AIM).  

Temperature and H2O were examined using observations from HALOE, SOFIE, the Sounding of the 
Atmosphere using Broadband Emission Radiometry (SABER / TIMED) instrument, and the Microwave 
Limb Sounder (MLS / AURA). HALOE shows a dramatic solar cycle response of H2O in the polar upper 
mesosphere before ~2004 that is conspicuously absent in later years. In contrast, upper mesospheric 
temperatures continued to show a statistically significant response both before and after ~2002, albeit 
reduced in recent years. The reduced response in H2O was determined to have three to four times the 
impact on PMCs than the smaller changes in temperature.   

 

 

Figure: Time series of monthly mean T and H2O anomalies at 68°N in July, for 80 - 85 km averages. a) 
H2O measurements from HALOE and a composite of SOFIE and MLS. b) Temperature measurements 
from HALOE and a composite of SABER, SOFIE, and MLS. Linear regression to solar Lyman-α is shown 
with regression coefficients (r) as listed. The 95% significance level was |r| > ~0.5. The Lyman-α time 
series was lagged by one month.   

Significance: Forty years of satellite observations reveal changing Sun - Earth connections in the polar 
mesosphere. Specifically, the solar cycle response of water vapor during summer appears to have largely 
disappeared in the recent decade, with concomitant but much smaller reductions in the temperature 
response. It thus appears that the missing solar cycle response in PMCs is due to changing H2O, although 
the underlying causes are not yet understood. Models generally predict a strong solar cycle response in 
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upper mesospheric T and H2O. Some models, however, show a suppression of solar cycle effects in polar 
summer due to an intensified mesospheric circulation during solar maximum. Given that dynamical 
feedback could dampen solar cycle effects, the greater mystery here may be the seemingly large solar 
cycle response before ~2002, and not the recent absence of one. There are relevant but untested 
suggestions in the literature that might explain this behavior. First is that coincidence of the 1995 solar 
minimum with the start of stratospheric ozone recovery created a deeper temperature minimum than 
due to solar minimum alone. Second is that volcanic eruptions during the 1982 and 1991 solar maxima 
fortuitously amplified heating in the middle atmosphere, resulting in higher temperatures than due to 
solar maximum alone. Future efforts will explore these and other relevant questions.   

Reference:  Hervig, M. E., Siskind, D. E., Bailey, S. M. Merkel, A. W., DeLand, M. T., and Rusell, J. M. III 
(2019), The missing solar cycle response of the polar summer mesosphere, Geophys. Res. Letters, in 
review.   
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Numerous low latitude observations reported of rare noctilucent cloud occurrences over 
the Rocky Mountains, Four-Corners region and lower latitudes 
 

Polar Mesospheric Clouds (PMCs) form every summer in the Arctic region 50 miles above the surface of 
the Earth, at the edge of space. Known since the 19th century as Noctilucent (“night-shining”) Clouds 
(NLCs) by high-latitude sky-watchers, they are only rarely seen equatorward of about 50 degrees 
latitude. Russell et al. reported in 2014 that NLC occurrences in the 40oN to 55oN range increased during 
the 2002 – 2011 period, but for the 2019 spring and summer, these shimmering, silver-blue clouds have 
been seen numerous times below 40oN. Striking twilight photos of the clouds, which can only be seen 
from the ground shortly after dusk or before dawn, have been prolific on social media The NASA 
Aeronomy of Ice in the Mesosphere (AIM) Cloud Imaging and Particle Size (CIPS) instrument has been 
acquiring images of PMCs since 2007, covering the entire polar region each day. With a newly 
developed, more sensitive retrieval algorithm, CIPS is now detecting mesospheric clouds at latitudes 
lower than ever before. The figure below shows clouds observed by CIPS on 14 June 2019, for the first 
time in some cases, over the states of Colorado, Utah, Arizona, New Mexico and Wyoming, from about 
~37°N to 42°N latitude. Why the clouds this year are more prevalent than usual at lower latitudes is still 
a mystery. The NASA Microwave Limb Sounder shows that there is more water vapor in the mesosphere 
than in other years, which would increase the likelihood of cloud formation. The excess water vapor 
might result at least in part from less photodissociation by sunlight, since the solar cycle is currently at a 
minimum. However, there is more water vapor now than during the previous solar cycle minimum, 
suggesting that other factors, such as circulation changes, are also in play. 

Significance: Sky-watchers are particularly 
intrigued by the appearance this summer of so 
many mesospheric clouds at mid-latitudes. But 
ground-based observers can only see 
mesospheric clouds during clear weather 
when the Sun is a few degrees below the 
horizon. This is because the clouds, which are 
visible when they reflect sunlight, are much 
dimmer than the daytime sky. This indicates 
that the Sun must still be shining on the 
atmosphere ~50 miles above the surface while 
the observer is in darkness. AIM CIPS can 
image the clouds during the daytime at all 
latitudes where they exist on every day 
throughout the summer, regardless of 
weather conditions on Earth. That the 
summer of 2019 appears to be such an 
exceptional season for low to mid-latitude 
mesospheric clouds likely holds clues to what 

controls weather at the edge of space. The fact that these high altitude clouds are now being seen at 
such low latitudes raises the question: Is this a manifestation of global change in our high atmosphere? 

Figure: Mesospheric clouds observed by the NASA 
Aeronomy of Ice in the Mesosphere Cloud Imaging 
and Particle Size instrument on 14 June 2019. 
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References: Russell, J. M., III, P. Rong, M. E. Hervig, D. E. Siskind, M. H. Stevens, S. M. Bailey, and J. 
Gumbel (2014), Analysis of northern midlatitude noctilucent cloud occurrences using satellite data and 
modeling, J. Geophys. Res. Atmos., 119, 3238–3250, doi:10.1002/2013JD021017. 
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GOLD mission observations of the EIA find ionospheric depletions during current solar 
minimum may be factor of 10 more prevalent than indicated by observations during 
previous solar minimum 
 

Two phenomena in the low and mid latitude ionosphere — the equatorial ionization anomaly (EIA) and 
the variations that occur within it — have been the subject of decades of research because they have 
significant effects on communications and navigation systems. Yet, neither is understood sufficiently for 
reliable forecasting.  

At night the EIA is most prominent in two bands near the equator, each typically centered near ±15 
degrees magnetic latitude during geomagnetically quiet conditions. Recombination of the ions and 
electrons that compose the EIA, densest near ~300 km, produces photons. These include an ultraviolet 
oxygen emission at 135.6 nm which is observed by the GOLD mission.  

Localized regions in the EIA can become unstable at night, particularly in the early evening, when only 
the high-altitude ionosphere (F-region) persists. This results in ionospheric density irregularities whose 
signatures are seen in radio, optical, and in-situ measurements. This phenomenon is referred to by 
various names including, colloquially, “depletions” or “bubbles.” Bubbles begin on the equatorward 
edges of the EIA, appearing as an absence of emission or indentations. Understanding the processes 
responsible for the bubbles, and predicting their occurrence, challenges current modeling and 
measurement capabilities. Radio waves, including those used for communications and Global Navigation 
Satellite Systems (GNSS) positioning, are disrupted when they encounter the small-scale variations of 
plasma density that occur along their edges. Consequently, the occurrence of ionospheric irregularities 
is a critical challenge for efforts to predict space weather in the ionosphere.  

During the first three months of observations, October-December 2018, GOLD observed depletions on 
most nights, 3-10 times more frequently than was expected from observations during the previous solar 
minimum. Shown in the above figure is an example of the depletion, spanning a small geomagnetic 
storm that began late on November 4, 2018. While a suppression of bubbles occurrence has previously 
been associated with geomagnetic storms, bubbles were seen in significant numbers.  
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Figure: Four nights surrounding a minor geomagnetic storm in early November, 2018 (Kp peaked at 6- at 
3 UT on 5 November). All images are multi-scan composites, showing a three-hour period from 21 to 24 
UT. Upper left, 3 November 2018, before the storm. Upper right: 4 November, during the initial phase. 
Lower left: 5 November, during the recovery phase. Lower right, 6 November, quiet conditions. 

Significance: More reliable functioning of critical navigation and communication systems will be possible 
when better forecasts of space weather are available and will have wide societal impacts. The GOLD 
mission’s observations of space weather provide data that enables advances in the modeling and 
understanding that is necessary for such forecasting.  

Reference: R. W. Eastes, S. C. Solomon, R. E. Daniell, D. N. Anderson, A. G. Burns, S. L. England, C. R. 
Martinis, and W. E. McClintock; Global-scale Observations of the Equatorial Ionization Anomaly; 
submitted to Geophysical Research Letters. 

 

 

EIA 

Nov 3, 2018 Storm Onset Nightside Nov 4, 2018 

Nov 5, 2018 Nov 6, 2018 

*Bubbles seen as depletions in EIA (airglow) 
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Earth’s atmosphere stretches out to the Moon – and beyond 
 

The geocorona is the luminous part of the outermost region of the Earth's atmosphere, the exosphere. It 
is formed by reflected sunlight from hydrogen in the exosphere. A study of the geocorona has found 
that it extends at least up to 100 Earth radii (RE), an unprecedented distance well exceeding previous 
measurements and encompassing the orbit of the Moon (∼60 RE). The study used observations taken in 
January 1996, 1997, and 1998 by the Solar Wind ANisotropies (SWAN) instrument on ESA/NASA’s Solar 
and Heliospheric Observatory (SOHO). The authors also developed a model of the hydrogen in the 
exosphere, which explains the observations very well. The figure below shows the relative positions of 
SOHO, the Earth, the Moon, and the location of the geocorona. 

 

Significance:  The detection of a planetary hydrogen exosphere reflects the presence of water (and/or 
methane) in the lower atmosphere (for Mars, Venus, and Earth). Understanding our own exosphere can 
inform future exoplanetary studies. From the engineering point of view, the hydrogen geocorona may 
be an unwanted source of types of stray light for a space observatory dedicated to UV studies of the 
universe. Therefore, it is desirable to characterize the geocorona and its ultimate extension to be aware 
of this unwanted source of stray light, in view of the future implementation of space telescopes in 
Earth's orbit, around the Moon or on the Moon, or around the Lagrange L2 point. 

Reference: Baliukin et al., 2019, Journal of Geophysical Research Space Physics, Vol 124, Issue 2, 861-
885 https://agupubs.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1029/2018JA026136) 

https://agupubs.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1029/2018JA026136
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A fast coronal mass ejection challenges our ideas about their structure  
 

Coronal mass ejections (CMEs) are large-scale structures of magnetized plasma that are expelled from 
the Sun with speeds ranging from ∼100 up to about 3500 km/s, and are a source of space weather 
effects at Earth. CMEs observed in white-light coronagraphs such as the Large Angle and Spectrometric 
Coronagraph (LASCO) onboard the Solar and Heliospheric Observatory (SOHO) often reveal a three-part 
structure: a leading bright front followed by a dark cavity (void) and an embedded bright core.  The 
bright front is a shell of enhanced density, due to compressed and piled-up material ahead of the 
erupting structure. The dark cavity and the bright core are generally interpreted as manifestations of a 
magnetic flux rope, i.e., a coherent helical magnetic structure with the field lines wrapping around the 
central axis. The flux rope may fill the whole volume of the dark coronal cavity, and thus the cavity may 
outline the flux rope’s cross section in the plane of the sky. The bright core is usually interpreted as 
corresponding to the cool and dense prominence material that is suspended in the magnetic dips at the 
bottom of the twisted flux rope.   

Combined observations from SOHO, the Solar Dynamics Observatory (SDO), the Reuven Ramaty High 
Energy Spectroscopic Imager (RHESSI) and the Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite-16 
(GOES-16) provide a unique opportunity to study the genesis, magnetic morphology and impulsive 
dynamics of a very fast coronal mass ejection (CME). Data from these instruments show that a CME 
observed on 10 September 2017 was very fast, and contained a hot (T≈10–15 MK) bright rim around a 
quickly expanding cavity (highlighted by the red arrow in the figure below), embedded inside a much 
larger CME shell.  

The authors demonstrate that the bright core 
of the CME is not cool plasma, but is hot 
plasma that is continuously gaining plasma 
from magnetic energy released from beneath 
the bright core. The cross section of the 
erupting flux rope is significantly smaller than 
the dark CME cavity in white-light images. 
Finally, the high speed of this CME caused a 
faint bulge, or deformation in the front of the 
CME (as indicated by the yellow arrow in the 
figure below) forming ahead of the main bright 
CME shell. 

Significance: Deformations in the CME 
structure are a severe challenge and source of 
uncertainty in predictions of the arrival time of a CME at Earth and the space weather effects it 
produces. Extending current models of CME physics to incorporate the behavior and structure of this 
CME is therefore important in understanding the physics of all CMEs. 

Reference: Veronig et al. 2018, Astrophysical Journal 868, 107. 
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ARTEMIS reveals a dynamic lunar ionosphere 
 
When the Moon passes through the near vacuum of the geomagnetic tail, the density of the lunar 
ionosphere (which is typically thought of as negligible when the Moon is in the dense, greater than one 
particle per cubic centimeter, >1/cc, solar wind) becomes comparable to the ambient plasma in Earth’s 
magnetic tail (0.1-0.3/cc). That magnetic tail is the extension of Earth’s upper atmosphere funneled into 
a wind-sock-like magnetized plasma region hundreds of thousands of miles away from Earth towards 
the nightside, the magnetosphere. It is shaped like this due to the solar wind blowing past Earth. When 
the Moon is in this extended atmosphere of the Earth, the two dynamically interact. Until recently, how 
Earth’s magnetosphere and Moon’s extended ionosphere interact had been a mystery. ARTEMIS’s 
sensitive instrumentation is able to measure both the extended Earth atmosphere and the lunar 
ionosphere and their properties.  
 
The two ARTEMIS satellites have found that photoionization of the Moon’s neutral exosphere (dawn-
dusk symmetric but preferentially occurring at the dayside) produces the majority of the lunar-derived 
plasma that populates the lunar ionosphere. Its density increases with geomagnetic activity. The spatial 
distribution and variability of the lunar ionosphere provide valuable constraints on the sources, sinks, 
composition, and structure of the lunar exosphere, and upon the nature of the interaction between 
lunar-derived plasma and the geomagnetic environment. 
 
Significance: ARTEMIS observations have 
provided the first observations of the 
tenuous lunar ionosphere, and documented 
its variability thanks to solar and 
geomagnetic activity. This opens a new 
window of lunar exploration, which can 
teach us a lot about how electrostatic 
potentials, electrical currents and energetic 
particle acceleration can occur in the lunar 
environment when it is in the presence of 
Earth’s magnetosphere. This can lead to 
better characterization of the lunar 
environment in anticipation of future 
human exploration of our closest planetary 
body. 
 
Figure: Image of the Moon with its tiny ionosphere appearing to brush Earth’s own (taken from the 
ISS/NASA). Credit: National Geographic. 
 
References: Halekas, J. S., Poppe, A. R., Harada, Y., Bonnell, J. W., Ergun, R. E., & McFadden, J. P. (2018). 
A tenuous lunar ionosphere in the geomagnetic tail. Geophysical Research Letters, 45. 
https://doi.org/10.1029/2018GL079936  
 
Andrews, Robin G. (2018), The Moon Is Electric—Especially When It's Full, Sept. 18 2018. 
https://www.nationalgeographic.com/science/2018/09/news-full-Moon-electric-ionosphere-nasa-
artemis-space/ 
  

https://doi.org/10.1029/2018GL079936
https://www.nationalgeographic.com/science/2018/09/news-full-moon-electric-ionosphere-nasa-artemis-space/
https://www.nationalgeographic.com/science/2018/09/news-full-moon-electric-ionosphere-nasa-artemis-space/
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New geospace index provides direct terrestrial context and insight into past and future 
solar variability effects on Earth’s thermosphere  
 
A new geospace index has been developed using data from the SABER instrument on the TIMED 
satellite. The new Thermosphere Climate Index (TCI) provides a 70-year record of the influence of solar 
variability on the energy budget and climate of Earth’s atmosphere above 100 km. For the first time, 
scientists can now evaluate, quantitatively, the energy radiated from the Sun, absorbed in the 
thermosphere, and ultimately radiated to space by infrared radiation covering a time span over 70 years 
and nearly six complete solar cycles. To date, the TCI has revolutionized scientists’ view of solar 
variability. Rather than each cycle being different, the TCI shows that from the perspective of absorbed 
solar energy and emitted infrared energy, solar cycles 19-23 were almost identical. This result is driving 
anticipation of solar cycle 24 to see if it will indeed be different, or if it will turn out to be similar to its 
five predecessors. The TCI provides a quantitative measure of the total amount of infrared energy 
emitted by the thermosphere on a daily basis by the nitric oxide (NO) molecule above 100 km. This 
infrared energy is a primary component of the energy budget in this region and serves to cool the 
atmosphere. Sixteen years of SABER measurements of cooling by NO are expressed as functions of 
traditional geospace indexes (the 10.7 cm radio flux, F10.7; and the geomagnetic Ap index) to yield the 
TCI. The TCI is then extended back to the year 1947, covering the temporal extent of the F10.7 and Ap 
indexes. The TCI also shows that for most of 2018, the thermosphere is in a “Cold” state, approaching 
the minimum values last seen in 2009 and 1954. 
 
Significance: The TCI is the first geospace index with terrestrial context and is the only real-time 
indicator of thermal conditions in the thermosphere. The TCI yields a quantitative measure of the effects 
of long-term solar variability on the climate of the upper atmosphere. It will be calculated indefinitely 
into the future and provide a perpetual assessment of the influence of solar variability on the Earth over 
centennial timescales. The TCI is now included as a routine product displayed daily on the 
Spaceweather.com website. 
 
Reference: Mlynczak, M. G., L. A. Hunt, J. M. Russell III, and B. Thomas Marshall (2018), Thermosphere 
climate indexes: Percentile ranges and adjectival descriptors, JASTP, Vol. 174, September 2018, Pgs. 28-
31, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jastp.2018.04.004. 
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TIMED observations provide basic understanding of the relative roles of nitric oxide, solar 
EUV and particle precipitation on thermospheric density decreases 
 
The interplay between processes in the magnetosphere, ionosphere, and thermosphere can be quite 
complicated. Although much work has been done to improve our understanding, there are still gaps in 
our knowledge. One aspect concerns the reaction of the upper atmosphere to geomagnetic storms. 

Multiple data types being brought to bear to study the coupled atmosphere, magnetosphere, 
ionosphere dynamics in the image below. 

  
The local time of the GUVI and SABER data are around 10:30 and 09:30 respectively. The relative 
changes in the NO cooling at a fixed local time is assumed to represent the relative changes in the 
global cooling rate. 

 

 

 

(a) GOCE neutral density on the dusk 
side at a fixed local time of 19:17. 

 

(b) dusk-side orbital averages of GOCE 
density in Fig. a (black line), DMSP 
auroral hemispheric power (HP, red line) 
and Joule heating rate (divided by 3, blue 
line) from AMIE model. 

(c) orbital (sunlit side) averaged GUVI  NO 
column density (black line) and SABER 
orbital average of NO  5.3 m 
radiance (altitude integrated volume 
emission rate, light blue line). 

 

 
(d) solar EUV (26–34 nm) flux from 
SOHO/SEM between day of year (DOY) 75 
and 79, 2013. 
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Recent studies have revealed that the post-storm thermospheric mass density (at a fixed altitude) could 
be lower than the pre-storm mass density. This phenomenon has been attributed to an “overcooling” 
effect caused by enhanced infrared emissions from nitric oxide (NO). This research shows that 
thermospheric density decreases can take place under both storm and non-storm conditions. Relevant 
observations were studied during two superstorms: one intense storm and one non-storm case. 
Thermospheric neutral density variations observed by GOCE and CHAMP satellites were investigated. 
Simultaneous measurements of thermospheric nitric oxide density and emissions from TIMED/GUVI and 
TIMED/SABER, respectively, together with auroral hemispheric power from DMSP, Joule heating rate 
from the Assimilative Mapping of Ionospheric Electrodynamics (AMIE) algorithm, and solar extreme 
ultraviolet (EUV) flux from SOHO/SEM and TIMED/SEE were also observed. By combining all 
observations, it was found that the apparent storm-time density decrease or “overcooling” is a result of 
combined effects: an increase in NO cooling and a decrease in both the solar EUV flux and the auroral 
energy input. It was also found that whether or not a density decrease exists depends on whether there 
are auroral activities prior to the pre-storm reference day and how the reference day is chosen. 
 
Significance: This result helps us to improve our models of the atmosphere and get a better 
understanding of thermospheric density, which affects how satellites are tracked. Regional changes in 
density caused by storms can cause enough of a change in satellite drag for satellites to be lost. We note 
that GUVI observations of NO emission have been found from exploiting the spectrograph mode data 
now being taken by GUVI.  
 
Reference: Yongliang Zhang, Larry J. Paxton, Gang Lu, Sam Yee, 2019, “Impact of nitric oxide, solar EUV 
and particle precipitation thermospheric density decrease”, J. Atm. and Sol.-Terr Phys., 182, 147-154, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jastp.2018.11.016. 
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TIMED/SEE obtain the first spectrum of a solar flare footpoint over the full EUV and FUV 
ranges 
 
The two largest flares during solar cycle 24 are the X9.3 flare on 6 September 2017 and the X8.2 flare on 
10 September 2017. The solar emissions during flares include bright contributions from the coronal 
loops as well as from the footprints of those coronal loops lower down in the chromosphere. The study 
of these flare features reveal the energetics, dynamics, and particle acceleration initiated by magnetic 
reconnection in the corona. There are thousands of images of the flare features in a few extreme 
ultraviolet (EUV) bands from the Solar Dynamics Observatory (SDO), as well as thousands of spectral 
measurements of flare variability from the SDO EUV Variability Experiment (EVE) that observes the full-
disk solar irradiance. However, these EVE solar measurements do not directly provide the spectra of the 
flare features. The unique, fortunate timing of these two large flares, with the later one being behind 
the limb, as viewed from Earth, and with NASA satellites at both Earth and Mars at the time, have 
provided the first spectral observation of a solar flare footprint over the full EUV range of 30 to 120 nm 
and Far Ultraviolet (FUV) range of 120 to 190 nm.  
 
This new result of the solar flare footprint spectrum combines observations from SDO, the 
Thermosphere, Ionosphere, Mesosphere, Energetic, and Dynamics (TIMED), and Mars Atmosphere and 
Volatile Evolution (MAVEN) missions. The Solar Extreme ultraviolet Experiment (SEE) on the TIMED 
mission began measurements in 2002 to quantify the solar EUV and FUV irradiance changes on a daily to 
yearly basis, and it soon made new discoveries of solar flares that evolve rapidly in minutes. The follow-
on instrument, the SDO/EVE, was launched in 2010 to provide 24/7 coverage and 10-second cadence to 
further enhance our knowledge of irradiance variations during flares. The University of Colorado solar 
group, who developed the SEE and EVE instruments, also provided the Extreme Ultraviolet Monitor 
(EUVM) for the MAVEN mission to study the solar variability at Mars. 
 
The SEE, EVE, and EUVM instruments were all fortunate to simultaneously observe these large flares in 
September 2017 and provide complementary results over different spectral ranges and from different 
viewpoints from Earth and Mars. The figure below illustrates an important flare result with the SEE 
observations [Chamberlin et al., 2018]. It is evident in the SEE spectra, and differences shown in the 
figure, that both flares are dominated by coronal emissions, but that the 10 September flare energies 
are significantly reduced for the cooler emissions formed in the lower solar atmosphere, such as the He 
II 30.4 nm and H I Lyman Alpha 121.6 nm emission lines. This reduction is due to the footpoints of the 
flare on 10 September being occulted behind the solar limb for the Earth-based observations. Notably, 
the difference between these two flare spectra highlights that the chromospheric and transition region 
emissions dominate for the flare footpoints, and this result provides the first flare footprint spectrum 
over the full EUV and FUV ranges.    
 
SDO/EVE also confirms these SEE results with its smaller wavelength range, but at higher temporal 
cadence of 10-seconds and spectral resolution of 0.1 nm. Furthermore, the EVE measurements indicate 
that multiple (3-5) reconnections and energy releases occurred over the course of these flares. 
 
The EUVM at Mars had the opposite viewing geometry at this time. The EUVM had exceptional, 
unocculted observations of the flare irradiance during the 10 September flare, indicating large 
enhancements in the cooler transition region emission at Lyman Alpha, while the 6 September flare was 
fully occulted on the far side of the Sun as viewed from Mars. This exemplifies the significant advantage 
of multi-vantage point observations of the Sun in the Heliosphere. 
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Significance:  TIMED/SEE and SDO/EVE provide the first measurements of solar flare footpoint emissions 
with an irradiance instrument over the full EUV and FUV ranges. This observation was fortuitous given 
two similar X-ray flares spaced close in time, but one that had the flare footpoints occulted just over the 
limb while the other was viewed fully on disk. 
 
Reference: Chamberlin, P. C., T. N. Woods, L. Didkovsky, F G. Eparvier, A. R. Jones, J. L. Machol, J. P. 
Mason, M. Snow, E. M. B. Thiemann, R. A. Viereck, and D. L. Woodraska (2018), Solar Ultraviolet 
Irradiance Observations of the Solar Flares During the Intense September 2017 Storm Period, Space 
Weather, 16, 1470, doi: 10.1029/2018SW001866. Publication Date: 2 October 2018. 
 

 
Figure: TIMED SEE spectra of the 6 and 10 September 2017 flares [Chamberlin et al., 2018]. The spectra 
that were taken just after the flare peaks are shown in panel (a) for the 6 September (blue) and 10 
September (red) flares, as well as the daily average spectra on 10 September 2017 (black). The spectra 
are measured in SEE from 27 to 190 nm at 1-nm resolution, while the results shown from 0.5 to 27 nm 
are the SEE Level 4 modeled spectra at 1-nm resolution. Panel (b) shows the percent change of each 
flare spectra over its respective daily average spectrum. The subtraction of the over-the-limb, coronal-
loops-only 10 September spectrum from the on-disk 6 September spectrum is shown in panel (c) to 
provide an estimate of the flare footpoints spectral variability. The strongest emission lines, along with 
their formation temperature, are labeled for the footpoint spectrum. 
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Understanding the magnetic configurations associated with the interplanetary coronal 
mass ejections observed by Wind during 1995-2015 
 

Coronal mass ejections (CMEs) expelled from the solar corona are a major space weather driver, both in 
space and on the ground. The fast-traveling CME plasma, which carries a twisted magnetic field, is a 
common source of geomagnetic disturbances that can affect a wide range of human technologies and 
exploration. Understanding the magnetic structure and dynamics of CMEs is of critical importance for 
space weather forecasting. Thanks to the past and current Heliophysics System Observatories (HSOs), 
we have advanced our understanding by, for instance, connecting the traditional ‘magnetic clouds’ or 
flux-ropes with the CMEs. However, our proficiency in predicting the internal magnetic structure of the 
Interplanetary CMEs (ICMEs) is still limited.  

The magnetic field configurations associated with ICMEs are the in situ manifestations of the entrained 
magnetic structure associated with the CMEs. Intrinsic to the limitation of being based on the 1D 
observations, such magnetic configurations are subject to considerable interpretations that led to a lack 
of consensus even among in situ models and reconstructions. Such modeling relies on a circular 
cylindrical flux rope geometry as a good approximation to the observed data. This geometric assumption 
would require symmetric profiles in the observed magnetic field strength (B) profile. However, 
observations often show asymmetric profiles. This can be considered as the effect in the magnetic field 
observations that is due to the time-delay factor of passing over the front of the ICME long before 
passing over the back of the ICME (see Figure below). Thus, the general assumption is that for expanding 
flux rope structures we would expect to observe systematic magnetic field strength asymmetry.  

The primary goal of this study is to quantify the relationship between the observed asymmetry in the 
ICME- flux rope magnetic field strength and the expansion velocity (Vexp) and to re-interpret the possible 
geometries or causes. The B-asymmetry is measured by the Distortion Parameter (DiP) with values 
between 0 (front compression) and 1 (rear compression).  

The study was carried out using the set of 337 ICME events observed at 1 AU by Wind. The study covers 
a period between 1995 – 2015, extending to three Solar Cycles (22 to 24). The statistical study of these 
two parameters (Figure II, DiP vs Vexp) indicates that most of the events (59%) follow the expected 
profile of expanding structures with B asymmetry at the front. However, 41% of the cases do not follow 
such expected profile with different combinations of DiP and Vexp. Figure III displays likely scenarios and 
geometrical interpretations. Sketch (a), as well as (c,d), shows a schematic flux-rope cross-section with 
the axis perpendicular to the page, the spacecraft trajectory (red dot dash line). The leading magnetic 
obstacle area is colored with a pink rectangle area and the rear of the magnetic obstacle edge is colored 
with a green rectangle area. In sketch (a) exhibits scenario for the events in the A1 quadrant (B-front 
compression, DiP<0.5, and expanding structure, Vexp > 0 km/s). In sketch (b), it is represented the events 
in the A2 quadrant, compression at the back (DiP>0.5) in the B observations with expanding structure 
(Vexp >0). In this case, the flux rope is shown from the top. The flux rope curvature axis could be the 
geometrical effect to consider. In sketch (c), it is represented the events in the A3 quadrant that show 
compression at the back of the B observations with Vexp<0. In this case, the interaction with other solar 
transient structures or ambient solar wind could distort the structure. In the sketch (d), it is represented 
the events for the A4, with magnetic field strength compression at the front of the flux-rope but Vexp <0 
km/s, the geometrical effect of the distortion could be a reliable interpretation for the observations. 
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Figure: (I) Observations of the magnetic field strength (B) and the solar wind speed (V) of the ICME 
event observed by Wind on May 18, 2002. On the top layer, the red vertical line indicates the DiP value, 
and in the bottom layer, it is over plotted the linear fitting to extract the Vexp. with the red vertical line; 
(II) DiP versus Vexp for ICMEs obstacle observed by Wind spacecraft in 1995-2015. Green dots indicate 
events observed during Solar Cycle (SC) 22, red dots indicate events during SC 23, and blue dots are the 
events on SC 24. (III) Likely scenarios and geometrical interpretations.  

Significance: The magnetic field configurations associated with interplanetary coronal mass ejections 
(ICMEs) are the in situ manifestations of the entrained magnetic structure associated with coronal mass 
ejections (CMEs). The primary interpretation is based on the assumption that their internal structure are 
flux ropes but there is a systematic lack of consensus among interpretations when combining remote-
sensing observations with in situ data and among the modeling-reconstruction techniques. This paper 
represents an endeavor to understand in depth what in situ magnetic field observations should be 
expected when a spacecraft crosses an expanding flux rope without the bias of a preexisting geometry. 
This study will aid in the development of more accurate in situ models for ICMEs. 

Reference: Nieves-Chinchilla, T., Vourlidas, A., Raymond, J.C., Linton, M.G., Al-haddad, N., Savani, N.P., 
Szabo, A., Hidalgo, M.A.: 2018, Understanding the internal magnetic field configurations of ICMEs using 
more than 20 years of wind observations. Solar Physics 293(2), 25. DOI. https://doi.org/10.1007/s11207-
018-1247-z. 

 

(I) (II) 

(III) 

https://doi.org/10.1007/s11207-018-1247-z
https://doi.org/10.1007/s11207-018-1247-z
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Solar Terrestrial Relations Observatory (STEREO) observations of stream interaction regions 
in 2007 – 2016: relationship with Heliospheric current sheets, solar cycle variations, and 
dual observations 
 

A stream interaction region (SIR) forms when fast wind overtakes and interacts with the preceding slow 
wind. Different from the transient CMEs, SIRs are observed at Earth about 2-4 times per month, and 
they exist throughout a solar cycle as quasi-steady solar wind structures. They can drive a series of 
particle injections and affect the evolution of the outer radiation belt (centered at about four Earth 
radii). Because SIR-driven geomagnetic storms last longer than CME-driven storms, the SIRs have a 
larger effect on the total orbital decay of satellites and space stations when they dissipate a large 
amount of energy from the solar wind into ionosphere and thermosphere.  

Jian et al. (2019) studied the solar cycle variations of SIRs from 1995 to 2016, including STEREO events 
and the former events observed by Wind and ACE spacecraft. Using the dual observations of 151 SIR 
pairs, they investigated the variability of SIR properties with the spacecraft separation. The results shed 
light on the space weather application of possible future missions located at Lagrange points 4 or 5 
(about 60 degrees away from the Sun-Earth line).  

In addition, they compared SIRs with and without heliospheric current sheets (HCRs), corresponding to 
the cases when the slow wind coming from areas with different magnetic configurations on the Sun, 
helmet streamers and pseudo-streamers, respectively. The results of these comparisons are important 
to understand the origin of slow wind. SIRs associated with HCRs have slightly slower speeds, higher 
maximum number densities, magnetic field strengths, dynamic pressures, total pressures, and iron 
charge states. These reflect their connection to streamers and provide constraints on models of slow 
solar wind. 

In comparison with the comparable phases of solar cycle 23, from 2009-2016 cycle 24 exhibits slightly 
more SIRs and higher recurrence rates and a lower HCS association rate (Figure below), possibly 
attributed to persistent equatorial coronal holes and more pseudo-streamers in this cycle. In addition, 
the shock rate of 32% in Cycle 24 is higher than the 25% in the previous cycle, partly due to the slower 
magnetosonic speed in the background solar wind during this cycle. Shocks are responsible for 
producing solar energetic particles (SEPs), radiation that can affect space hardware and astronauts. 
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Figure: The comparison of occurrence probabilities between SIRs with an HCS crossing (blue bars) and 
without an HCS crossing (orange bars) for the following parameters: (a) maximum proton density, (b) 
minimum speed, (c) maximum speed, (d) maximum magnetic field strength, (e) peak total pressure, and 
(f) peak dynamic pressure. The brown shaded regions are the overlapping regions between SIRs with 
HCS crossings and the SIRs without any HCS crossing. 
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Figure: Solar cycle variations of the annual averages of SIR properties. From top to bottom: monthly 
sunspot number, event number (filled bar for Corotating interaction regions or CIRs), CIR rate, 
association rate with HCS, maximum speed, speed increase, maximum magnetic field intensity, 
maximum total pressure, maximum dynamic pressure, and shock rate. The sky blue horizontal bars at 
the top mark the comparable phases of solar cycles 23 and 24. Blue vertical bars from Wind/ACE survey 
and red vertical bars from STEREO A/B survey. The error bar indicates the standard error of the mean. 
The cyan dashed horizontal lines mark the averages of the two phases. Adapted from Jian et al. (2019). 
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Figure: The scatter plots of six SIR parameters: minimum speed, maximum speed, maximum proton 
number density, maximum magnetic field strength, maximum dynamic pressure, and maximum total 
pressure. The abscissa is the smaller longitudinal difference between STA and STB in the range of 0o-
180o, and the vertical axis is the absolute difference of parameter values between STA and STB. The 
magenta stars indicate the cases when the absolute latitudinal offset between the twin spacecraft is no 
more than 1o, and the blue stars mark the other cases. In each panel, the red dashed vertical line marks 
the longitudinal difference of 60o, the same separation as an L4 or L5 mission with respect to the Earth. 
Several extreme cases are denoted by the filled stars with the dates marked. From Jian et al. (2019).  

References: L. K. Jian, J. G. Luhmann, C. T. Russell, A. B. Galvin, Solar Terrestrial Relations Observatory 
(STEREO) Observations of Stream Interaction Regions in 2007˗2016: Relationship with Heliospheric 
Current Sheets, Solar Cycle Variations, and Dual Observations, Solar Phys., 294, 31, doi: 10.1007/s11207-
019-1416-8, 2019. 
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September 2017 CME observed from Earth, MAVEN at Mars and STEREO-A 
 

In September 2017, unexpectedly strong late-solar cycle 24 activity occurred, including an X-class solar 
flare and a fast coronal mass ejection. The associated active region, AR2673, was on the far side solar 
disk facing Mars, where it impacted the local space weather. The figure below, from Lee et al. (2018) 
shows some of the HSO diagnostics used to interpret this event and its impacts observed at Mars. Of 
particular importance were both the multiperspective imaging of the Mars-bound coronal mass ejection 
provided by STEREO-A in an almost quadrature configuration, and the solar energetic particles (SEPs) 
measured on STEREO-A on interplanetary magnetic field lines close to the Parker Spiral fields channeling 
SEPs toward Mars. SEPs measured by the MAVEN spacecraft in orbit around Mars, and at Earth on the 
GOES spacecraft showed the great longitudinal influence of this activity. The most energetic of these 
SEPs reached the Mars atmosphere and surface (Guo et al., 2018), where they were observed by the 
Mars Science Lander (MSL). They also produced a diffuse global UV aurora over Mars, seen by the 
MAVEN Ultraviolet Imaging Spectrometer (Schneider et al., 2018). Numerical results from the Wang-
Sheeley-Arge (WSA)-Enlil-cone model for this event, illustrated in the figure below, were used to analyze 
the broad heliospheric context.  

Significance:  This event provided an excellent example of the power of a distributed heliospheric 
observatory for diagnosing space weather events at remote locations in the solar system including Mars, 
where humans will one day travel. 
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Figures: Figures from the event overview paper by Lee et al. (2018) showing how STEREO imaging (right 
images) and in-situ SEP measurements (bottom panel) are used to determine the spatial location, 
extent, direction (and speed, from timing) of the September 2017 major space weather event(s). The 
ENLIL model ‘snapshots’ below illustrate the event’s temporal development based on these 
measurements, together with the locations of the various observers and their magnetic connections to 
the solar wind disturbance. 

References: (note Schneider et al. is before July 2018) 

C. O. Lee, B. M. Jakosky, J. G. Luhmann, D. A. Brain, M. L. Mays, D. M. Hassler, M. Holmström, D. E. 
Larson, D. L. Mitchell, C. Mazelle, J. S. Halekas, Observations and Impacts of the 10 September 2017 
Solar Events at Mars: An Overview and Synthesis of the Initial Results, Geophys. Res. Rett., 45, 8871-
8885, August 2018, https://doi.org/10.1029/2018GL079162 

Guo, J., Dumbovic, M., Wimmer-Schweingruber, R. F., Temmer, M., Lohf, H., Wang, Y., et al., Modeling 
the evolution and propagation of the 2017 September 9th and 10th CMEs and SEPs arriving at Mars 
constrained by remote-sensing and in-situ measurement. Space Weather, July 2018, 
https://doi.org/10.1029/2018SW001973 

Schneider, N., Jain, S. K., Deighan, J. I., Nasr, C. R., Brain, D. A., Larson, D., et al., Global aurora on Mars 
during the September 2017 space weather event. Geophysical Research Letters, 45, May 2018, 
https://doi.org/10.1029/2018GL077772  
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STEREO observes extreme events in Solar Cycle 24 
 

Solar cycle 24 has been significantly weaker than the previous cycle by almost any measure; the solar 
wind velocity and density, on average, were lower by ~10% and ~30%; the magnetic field magnitude was 
70% of the cycle 23 value; and the number of ≥1000 km/s coronal mass ejections with widths ≥60° was 
less than half that of the last cycle. Thus it is not surprising that there was a dearth of extreme solar 
energetic particle (SEP) events known as ground level enhancement (GLE) events in cycle 24. However, 
even in this weaker cycle, several extreme events were generated as evidenced by STEREO observations 
far from Earth. The figure compares the proton fluence spectra for the 1 September 2014 event 
observed by both STEREO-A and -B and the 7 March 2012 STEREO-B event to the only two GLE events 
observed near Earth during cycle 24 (14 May 2012 and 10 September 2017). Above a few MeV the 
STEREO events are more than an order of magnitude higher than the May 2012 event and the 1 
September 2014 event was significantly larger and harder than the GLE event of September 2017. In 
fact, STEREO events make up six of the top ten events of cycle 24 (as measured by >10 MeV proton 
fluence), as indicated by the bolded entries in the table. Despite this, a comparison with the top ten 
events of solar cycle 23 shows that the events of this cycle were, on average, 2.4 times smaller.   

Significance: An advantage of the additional STEREO assets is the ability to better characterize the 
likelihood of extreme events. The STEREO measurements highlight that even a weak solar cycle can 
produce conditions conducive to extreme SEP events at an occurrence rate higher than what would 
have been surmised with near-Earth observations alone. 

 

Figure:  Event-integrated proton fluence spectra for 
the extreme solar energetic particle events observed 
by STEREO on 7 March 2012 and 1 September 2014 
compared to that of the two ground level 
enhancement events of solar cycle 24 (17 May 2012 
and 10 September 2017). Table:  A listing of the top 
ten SEP events for cycles 23 and 24 as measured by 

Event 
Date 

H fluence 
cycle 23 

Event 
Date 

H fluence 
cycle 24 

7/14/00 1.5 x 1010 9/1/14 7.71 x 109 

11/4/01 1.38 x 1010 7/23/12 6.65 x 109 

10/28/03 1.06 x 1010 1/23/12 3.44 x 109 

11/08/00 9.82 x 109 3/7/12 3.40 x 109 

11/22/01 7.37 x 109 9/22/11 2.64 x 109 

9/24/01 6.74 x 109 6/4/11 1.63 x 109 

4/21/02 2.60 x 109 1/7/14 1.33 x 109 

1/17/05 2.24 x 109 9/10/17 1.25 x 109 

10/29/03 1.96 x 109 8/31/12 1.03 x 109 

12/05/06 1.84 x 109 11/7/13 1.03 x 109 
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>10 MeV proton fluences (in cm-2). Cycle 24 events observed by STEREO are indicated in bold (from 
Cohen & Mewaldt, 2018). 

Reference: Cohen, C. M. S., & Mewaldt, R. A. 2018, Space Weather, 16, 1616 doi: 
10.1029/2018SW002006 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://ui.adsabs.harvard.edu/link_gateway/2018SpWea..16.1616C/doi:10.1029/2018SW002006
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Machine learning reveals systematic accumulation of electric current in lead-up to solar 
flares 
 

Reliable flare forecasting is essential for improving preparedness for severe space weather 
consequences. Flares also serve as probes of solar magnetic processes and the emergence of flux at the 
solar surface. Training machine-learning (ML) algorithms using magnetic-field observations for 
improving flare forecasting has been extensively studied in prior literature. Instead, here ML is used to 
understand the underlying mechanisms governing flares. Trained ML algorithms with data from 
Helioseismic and Magnetic Imager (HMI) and the Atmospheric Imaging Assembly (AIA) on Solar 
Dynamics Observatory (SDO) are used to classify flaring and nonflaring active regions (ARs) with high 
fidelity and report statistical trends for AR evolution days before and after M- and X-class flares. These 
trends are interpreted in terms of existing models of subsurface magnetic field and flux emergence. The 
results also provide hypotheses for achieving reliable flare forecasting. 

Significance: Previous flare prediction studies tended to include flares from the same active regions in 
both training and testing sets. In contrast, this work partitions training/test sets by individual active 
regions. It demonstrates how flare-productive and flare-quiet active regions can be distinguished using 
vector magnetogram measurements many hours before the first major flares. It underscores the 
importance of full-disk vector magnetograms to space weather forecasters. 

Reference: Machine learning reveals systematic accumulation of electric current in lead-up to solar 
flares, Dattaraj B. Dhuri, Shravan M. Hanasoge, Mark C. M. Cheung (2019), Proc. Nat. Acad. Sci., 116, 
11141-11146, doi: 10.1073/pnas.1820244116. 
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SDO measurements as leading indicators of magnetic flux emergence 
 

In September 2017 the Sun emitted several highly energetic solar flares that are usually the cause of a 
cascade of “space weather” effects that can harm orbital and terrestrial infrastructures. Thanks to the 
Solar Dynamics Observatory (SDO), the source region of these solar flares was quickly identified. It 
originated from a magnetically active region seen as a sunspot on the solar surface that grew rapidly as 
new magnetic flux dramatically emerged from the Sun’s interior by piercing through the solar surface. 
Over a few days, this region stored enough magnetic energy to reach a breaking point in the form of a 
solar flare.  

Because it is not possible to observe directly the magnetic flux beneath the solar surface, significant 
effort has been taken to search for leading indicators of solar flares. We have applied a unique 
technique to analyze images from Helioseismic and Magnetic Imager (HMI) on Solar Dynamics 
Observatory (SDO) to create flow maps of the solar surface. This set of “Balltracking” algorithms creates 
maps of the surface flows at unprecedented accuracy, similar to maps of the wind in a weather forecast 
on Earth. The maps show us the large-scale patterns of the solar flows. To achieve this, we track the 
motions of little plasma bubbles called granules that appear all over the solar surface and act as tracers 
of the invisible flow of the Sun’s interior. Our algorithm numerically overlays the images of the granules 
with tracer balls similar in size to the granules. These balls then are numerically pushed around by the 
observed motions of the granules. Averaging the motions of these balls provides the solar flow maps.  

By applying this technique to the magnetically active region of Sep. 2017 several days before the flare, 
we are able to identify leading indicators of the magnetic flux emergence in the flow maps. They are 
seen as a breaking of the typical ring-shaped pattern of the flow (called the moat flow) surrounding an 
otherwise stable active region. The breaking of this flow pattern is observed 2 to 12 hours before the 
magnetic flux emerges at the surface. The theory is that the rising magnetized plasma beneath the 
surface causes perturbations that propagate through the surface faster than the magnetic flux; the 
surface flow tracking technique uses the moat flow as a compass to detect the perturbations that show 
where the magnetic flux will emerge and enable us to better anticipate future solar storms.  

Significance: It is found that several hours before the emergence of strong magnetic flux near the main 
sunspot, the moat boundaries are broken at these very same locations. If the disruption of the moat 
flow is an indication of impending enhanced magnetic activity then this may be a real-time leading 
indicator of strong solar activity. Measuring the motions of the outer layers of the Sun is a first step 
towards forecasting the motions of the surface and anticipating how the Sun’s magnetic field will 
respond.  

Reference: Attie, R., Kirk, M. S., Thompson, B. J., Muglach, K., & Norton, A. (2018), Precursors of 
magnetic flux emergence in the moat flows of active region AR12673, Space Weather, 16, 1143–1155. 
https://doi.org/10.1029/2018SW001939. 
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Figure: At the top left corner, the sunspot around which the granules were tracked. At the bottom left, a 
view of the “ping pong balls” as they are introduced by our “Balltracking” algorithm on the images of the 
granules which, here, look like little bumps between which the balls settle down to track their motion. 
On the right-hand side, series of magnetograms overlaid with the maps of the calculated surface flows, 
corresponding to the field of view in the red rectangle (top left). The black/white round structure at the 
top right of each snapshot is the bipolar magnetic flux inside the sunspot. The blue lanes outline the 
boundaries of the calculated flows, whose direction and velocity are shown as colored arrows. The red 
crosses are located at a constant position near the perturbation of the blue lane surrounding the 
sunspot. This perturbation is seen as outward openings of this blue lane showing plasma escaping away 
from the sunspot. This is first seen at Frame 12 and last seen at Frame 39, before the black/white 
magnetic flux dramatically emerges at Frame 46. 
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Forced-Breathing of the Earth’s dayside magnetospheric cavity linked to solar wind 
periodic density structures and magnetospheric effects 
 

Several examples of magnetospheric ULF pulsations associated with stream interaction regions (SIRs) 
are presented in these results, and demonstrate that the observed magnetospheric pulsations were also 
present in the solar wind number density. The distance of the solar wind monitor ranged from just 
upstream of Earth’s bow shock to 261RE, with a propagation time delay of up to 90 minutes. The 
number density oscillations far upstream of Earth are offset from similar oscillations observed within the 
magnetosphere by the advection timescale, suggesting that the periodic dynamic pressure 
enhancements were time stationary structures, passively advecting with the ambient solar wind.  The 
density structures are larger than Earth’s magnetosphere, and slowly altered the dynamic pressure 
enveloping Earth, leading to a quasi-static and globally coherent “forced-breathing” of Earth’s dayside 
magnetospheric cavity.  The impact of these periodic solar wind density structures were observed in 
both magnetospheric magnetic field and energetic particle data.  The team further shows that the 
structures were initially smaller amplitude, spatially larger, structures in the upstream slow solar wind, 
and that the higher speed wind compressed and amplified these preexisting structures leading to a 
series of quasi-periodic density structures with periods typically near 20 minutes.  Similar periodic 
density structures have been observed previously at L1 and in remote images, but never in the context 
of solar wind shocks and discontinuities.   
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Figure:  Locations of the magnetospheric satellites at 0300 UT on February 21, 2000 (left) and data from 
the solar wind and magnetospheric spacecraft (right).  Note that Polar was well off the equatorial plane, 
located at (1.5, 3.5, 8) RE GSM. a) The solar wind |Vx| b) dynamic pressure (right) and Np (left), shifted 
in time by +23 minutes; c) The vertical component of the magnetic field measured by GOES-10; d) 
Energetic electron flux from the LANL 1989-046geosynchronous satellite; e) Energetic electron flux 
(E=50-75 keV) from LANL-97A f) the PolarHIST front detector counts. 

Significance:  The existence of periodic density structures within SIRs may play an important role in 
magnetospheric particle acceleration, loss, and transport, particularly for outer zone electrons that are 
highly responsive to ULF wave activity 

H-ISFM Team:  Connecting the corona to solar wind structure and magnetospheric impact using 
modeling and remote and in situ observations. PI: Nicholeen Viall 

Reference:  Kepko, L. & Viall, N. M., ‘The Source, Significance, and magnetospheric impact of periodic 
density structures within stream interaction regions’, accepted for publication in Journal of Geophysical 
Research, August 2019 
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